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Foreword

One of the great challenges of corporate management is to align the interests
of employees and shareholders, and increasingly, companies are resorting to
employee stock options to meet this challenge. Stock options grant employees
a direct stake in the fortunes of the company; hence, employees are motivated
to engage in value-enhancing behavior, which benefits shareholders. This
apparent simplicity in logic, however, belies a considerable amount of
complexity in the implementation and valuation of employee stock options.

Mark Lang addresses the key issues of employee stock options primarily
from the perspective of an analyst charged with valuing a company, although
he views these issues from the perspective of employees as well. He begins
with a description of a typical employee stock option and measures the claim
it poses against shareholders. Lang then discusses the accounting issues
surrounding employee stock options. He leaves no doubt as to the importance
of these claims, noting that in 2000, tax deductions for options exceeded net
income for 8 of the largest 100 companies in the S&P 100 Index and, on
average, for all companies in the NASDAQ 100 Index.

Lang then reviews the features of employee stock options that differenti-
ate them from traded options. Because employees are typically prohibited
from hedging these options by selling stock against them, early exercise is
common, which means it is important to determine patterns of exercise in
order to value them properly. Lang reviews the empirical literature, much of
which he contributed to, about exercise patterns. He notes that as the ratio of
the market price to the strike price rises, early exercise increases. But as the
options approach their expiration dates, employees will exercise at lower
ratios. Employees also tend to exercise as volatility rises (because they are
risk averse) and soon after vesting (because demand for liquidity builds up
during the prevesting date). One of Lang’s most interesting observations is
that subsequent company returns are inversely correlated with the incidence
of exercise, suggesting that company insiders have privileged information
about the prospects for the company.

Lang discusses the prevalent methods for valuing employee stock options.
Many companies modify the Black–Scholes valuation model by assuming that
exercise occurs halfway to expiration. This assumption, however, usually overval-
ues options compared with a more realistic assumption that exercise occurs
throughout the term to expiration. A more significant bias occurs if companies
ignore how the propensity to exercise is conditioned on the ratio of market price
to exercise price. Finally, some companies introduce biases by selecting particular
assumptions about expected exercise and volatility in order to lower their expenses.
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Lang leaves no doubt that employee stock options present a significant
claim against companies, which should be reflected in their valuations. And
he leaves no doubt that valuation of employee stock options is very complex.
Fortunately, he presents an excellent framework for valuing these claims by
balancing the obligation of the company to fund outstanding options and
future grants with the benefits arising from the incentive effects of options.
The Research Foundation is especially pleased to present Employee Stock
Options and Equity Valuation.

Mark Kritzman, CFA
Research Director

The Research Foundation of
CFA Institute
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Preface

One of the most striking developments in compensation has been the growth
in importance of employee stock option plans. Stock option plans are pervasive
among U.S. companies and of increasing importance internationally. Because
options exact a significant cost from the existing shareholders and potentially
affect managerial decisions, understanding the effects of options is important
to understanding and valuing companies. Furthermore, option accounting has
proved very controversial. As the incidence of and controversy associated with
options has increased, so has the research literature investigating many of the
concerns.

The origins of employee stock options reflect the effort to tie compensa-
tion to employee performance. Holmstrom (1979) formalized the notion that
companies face a fundamental trade-off in compensating risk-averse employ-
ees. On the one hand, incentives can be improved by tying compensation to
performance and hence aligning employees’ incentives with shareholders’.
On the other hand, if employees are risk averse and performance-based
compensation places risk on them, the employer will have to provide addi-
tional expected compensation for taking on the additional risk.

Option granting began as an executive compensation device because the
incentive effects are most clear for individuals who have the ability to signifi-
cantly affect share price. An increased emphasis on incentive-based compen-
sation along with favorable accounting treatment and other factors have
resulted in increased option use over time. Today, options represent a signif-
icant component of compensation and a significant cost of doing business for
many companies.

As a result, understanding stock option compensation and its implications
is important to understanding the company and its value. My goal in this
monograph is to provide a general overview on options using evidence from
the empirical research literature and financials from Dell Computer Corpora-
tion to illustrate various points. Although one could take a number of
approaches to evaluating the literature, I structure my discussion around the
implications of options for the value of existing shares. And rather than
attempting a thorough review of all of the research literature on options, I
focus on implications of research for evaluating the likely effect of options on
equity valuation.1

1For convenience, I refer to the valuation of existing shares as equity valuation. Options are
also equity instruments, but I focus on existing shareholders, reflecting the perspective of an
investor assessing the implicit value of outstanding shares.
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1. Employee Stock Option Basics

To frame the discussion of options and equity valuation, it is useful to consider
typical features of employee stock options and a basic approach for incorpo-
rating options in valuation. In this chapter, I develop a simple option example
to highlight the economic implications of options for existing equityholders.
Then, I apply the implications from the example to a standard discounted cash
flow model to highlight the effect employee options can have on equity
valuation. In later chapters, I use the insights from the option example and
equity valuation equation to emphasize the importance of the research find-
ings for equity valuation.

A Typical Employee Option
Although the length of term varies across companies, a typical option has a
10-year life. Furthermore, the typical option is granted at the money, meaning
that the strike price at which the option can be exercised is equal to the stock
price at the time of the grant. Therefore, if the stock remains below the price
at grant date throughout its life, the option will expire valueless and the
employee will have gained nothing. If the stock increases in value, however,
the employee has the right to exercise the option and receive the shares at
the strike price specified in the option agreement. Typically, an option also
carries a vesting period and schedule, such as 25 percent per year at the end
of each of the first four years of the option’s life, limiting exercise until vesting
has occurred. As do option lives, vesting schedules vary across companies.

When employees exercise their options, they receive shares in exchange for
paying the strike price. They can then retain the shares or sell them on the market
for the current share price, having retained the spread between the market and
strike prices (often referred to as the “intrinsic value” of the option). Because
employees often exercise for liquidity or to reduce risk, they do not typically
choose to hold the stock. Rather, an employee can engage in a “cashless”
exercise, often facilitated by the employer or a broker, in which the employee
never purchases the stock but simply receives the intrinsic value of the option.

As a result, one can conceptualize the payoffs to the option in terms of a
binomial tree, as shown in Figure 1.1. The binomial tree plots potential option
values after the initial grant date (Year 0) for cases in which the option is at or
in the money. For convenience, I have assumed the stock price can move
either up or down each year. At exercise at any node, the employee receives
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the difference between the current stock price and the strike price. For further
convenience, sample stock prices and intrinsic values of the option are listed
on the right side of the figure. Therefore, imagine that the stock price is $10
at grant date and that it can go up by $1 or down by $1 each period after grant.
Then, in Year 0 (at grant), the option will be worthless if exercised. (Market
price is equal to strike price, so intrinsic value is zero.) After one year, the
stock price can go up to $11 (in which case the option could be exercised at
an intrinsic value of $1) or down to $9 (intrinsic value of $0) and so forth.

To simplify further I have assumed the options vest after four years
(although in practice they more typically vest at a rate of 25 percent per year).
Assume, further, that no transaction costs are associated with exercising.
From that perspective, the option provides incentives to take actions to
increase share price prior to exercise so that options are in the money at
exercise. In the binomial tree, the nodes marked V are unvested, so exercise
cannot occur. Exercise could occur only at nodes marked with X’s.

Several points are worth noting from the figure. First, although issued at
the money, the options have value because they have some probability of a
positive payoff in the future and no probability of a negative payoff. Although
some have argued (and the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s [FASB’s]
intrinsic value approach implicitly assumes) that at-the-money options do not
have value at the grant date because they would not have value if exercised at
that time, they clearly do have value in expectation because they have upside
potential and no downside potential.

Figure 1.1. Binomial Tree for a Typical Employee Stock Option

Note: The figure demonstrates possible intrinsic values (i.e., the difference between the stock price and
the strike price) for a stock option granted with a strike price of $10 when the market price is $10. Cases
in which share price drops below $10 are not included because intrinsic value is zero.
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Second, and more importantly, the expected benefit to the employee from
holding the option comes at the expense of existing shareholders. This point
bears elaboration because some have suggested that options are noncash
and, therefore, do not represent a true cost to shareholders under a dis-
counted cash flow approach. For example, if the employee is able to exercise
the option at a strike of $10 when the share price is $15, the employee receives
a benefit of $5 at the expense of the shareholders, which is clearest with
cashless exercise. Suppose the employee exercises the option and immedi-
ately sells the share, pocketing the $5. As a result, the employee ends up with
$5 of compensation while the company ends up with $10 of additional paid-
in capital and one more share of stock outstanding. If taxes and transaction
costs are set aside, all parties are in exactly the same position that they would
be had the company sold the shares on the open market for $15 and paid the
employee $5.

At that point, the company can either allow the additional share to remain
outstanding or repurchase it on the open market. The effect of options on
equity valuation is easiest to see, however, if one assumes that the company
chooses to avoid dilution by repurchasing the stock for $15. The underlying
economic outcome would be the same had the employee been paid $5 in salary
(even down to the likely tax effect). The company would have paid out a net
amount of $5, the employee would have received a net amount of $5, and the
number of shares outstanding would be unchanged.

Whether or not the company opts to repurchase shares, however, the cost
of options accrues to the shareholders. If the company repurchases its shares
to satisfy option exercise, it avoids dilution but sacrifices cash. If the company
chooses not to repurchase and instead issues more shares, it retains cash but
dilutes ownership. Assuming markets are efficient and the cash used for share
repurchases would otherwise be invested in zero-net-present-value projects,
existing shareholders are indifferent between the two alternatives. But the
problem is simplified (without changing the conclusion) if I assume that the
company pays the employee the difference between the market and strike
prices when the employee exercises an option.

Options in Equity Valuation
This example provides the framework for thinking about the consequences
of options for equity valuation. First, options create a claim against the existing
shareholders. Furthermore, one can consider the magnitude of that obligation
in terms of the discounted expected cash flows based on the intrinsic value of
the option at exercise.
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Second, options create potential benefits to the company’s shareholders.
Most directly, option compensation is likely to substitute for other forms of
compensation that employees would otherwise require. More generally,
option compensation changes incentives, which may also change the expected
cash flows to the company.

Probably the easiest way to consider options when valuing the equity of a
company is to take a cash flow perspective and assume that the company repur-
chases shares to issue to employees who are exercising options. Then, the cash
flow implications of options are most clear without mixing in the effect of dilution.

Similarly, the easiest way to structure the problem is to divide the com-
pany into assets, liabilities, and equity:

Assets = Liabilities + Equity. (1.1)

Following Soffer (2000) and if one assumes no nonoperating assets, the value
of the existing equity can be expressed as the value of the net operating assets
(net of operating liabilities) less existing interest-bearing (nonoperating) debt.

If the company provides all compensation in the form of salary or bonus
and a standard discounted cash flow approach is followed, the value of the
existing equity of the company can be expressed as:

Value of common equity
= PV(Expected operating free cash flows) – Existing debt, (1.2)

where PV(Expected operating free cash flows) is the present value of the
expected operating free cash flows and Existing debt is existing interest-
bearing debt, including preferred stock.

The next step is to incorporate options. In thinking about the equity
valuation effects of options, it is important to be consistent in considering both
the likely costs, such as dilution, and the likely benefits, such as improved
incentives. If, for example, the cash flow benefits of current and future option
grants are to be included in estimating future operating cash flows, the
associated cost of those options should also be considered. Initially, I will
assume that option grants remain a fixed proportion of compensation; later, I
will relax that assumption.1

1Conceptually, an alternate approach would be to assume no future option grants in valuing the
existing equity under the assumption that future grants total zero in net present value. But given
that the historical data (such as sales growth rates and profitability) reflect the effects of options,
fully purging their impact on cash flow forecasts is difficult. At a minimum, some assumption would
be required for how much nonoption compensation would substitute for the value of options
sacrificed by employees. Furthermore, to the extent that the effect of option compensation is not
zero in net present value, ignoring option costs and benefits will misvalue existing equity. As a
consequence, explicitly building option forecasts into equity valuation is probably preferable.
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Loosely speaking, options could affect Equation 1.2 in at least three ways.
First, and most directly, existing options represent an obligation of the com-
pany that is not naturally reflected in operating free cash flows and must be
explicitly incorporated. From the perspective of the statement of cash flows,
for example, options are reflected as a cash outflow from financing (to the
extent that shares are repurchased to satisfy option grants) and a cash inflow
from financing (for the strike price received when options are exercised). But
from an equity valuation perspective, the cost of outstanding options should
be taken into account. Although this obligation does not satisfy the accounting
definition of a liability, it represents a potentially significant claim against the
equity of the company that is conceptually very similar to a liability. In
particular, it represents a claim for which the benefits have, at least partially,
already been received. Furthermore, if the company were to cease issuing
options, the outstanding options would still represent an unavoidable claim
against the company. They are contingent obligations because they will need
to be satisfied only under certain stock price scenarios. Like a typical liability,
outstanding options can be valued based on the present value of the expected
option payouts.

Second, the cost of likely future option grants should be considered. As
discussed earlier, the issue here is one of consistency. To the extent that the
forecasted cash inflows incorporate the anticipated benefits of options, the
valuation must also include their costs. Although it may initially seem odd to
consider option compensation separately from other compensation, the fact
remains that options are different from other forms of compensation because
they are not reflected typically on the income statement. As a result, net
income is overstated because a major cost of doing business is ignored, but
options do conceptually represent an expense and should be taken into
account either in expected operating free cash flows or separately. I will take
options into account separately under the assumption that the starting point
for equity valuation is expected free cash flows based on reported net income,
thus ignoring options.

Third, considering the effects of options on expected future operating
cash flows is important. That adjustment may be taken into account more
naturally because it will directly affect the operating free cash flows of the
company. For example, if the company has been relatively consistent in
granting options, past experience in generating operating cash flows may be
representative in the future. Similarly, the benefits of options will be reflected
in net income, so earnings forecasts will incorporate the incentive effects of
options. If, on the other hand, the company has recently changed its compen-
sation policy, explicitly taking option incentives into account may be more
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important. The potential adjustment takes two forms. First, options substitute
for other compensation, so if the company has been increasing option com-
pensation over time, its growth in reported profitability will be artificially
inflated because of the resulting reduction in other forms of compensation
that are included as part of compensation expense on the income statement.
Second, options have incentive effects that may influence the future cash flow
trajectory and risk.

To summarize, therefore, when a company grants options, the equity
valuation equation can be supplemented by adding terms to reflect both the
expected cost of existing and future options and the expected benefits from
the options:

Value of common equity
= PV(Expected pre-option operating free cash flows)

– Existing debt – PV(Expected cost of existing options)
– PV(Expected cost of future options)
+ PV(Expected incremental cash inflows from options). (1.3)
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2. Expected Cost of Options

Conceptually, one way to incorporate existing options when valuing the equity
of a company is to include their implications in the forecasted operating cash
flow stream. For example, in each future period, the pre-option operating cash
flows can be estimated and the cost of satisfying options exercised can be
incorporated as part of the cash flow stream.

In practice, however, valuing the option component separately from the
other operating cash flows is probably easier because option exercise is
difficult to forecast and incorporating option value separately allows one to use
existing option-pricing models. In particular, given information on the inputs
to an option-pricing model, one can assign a value to the outstanding options
and, hence, estimate the magnitude of the obligation. 

Before proceeding, however, I will review the accounting and disclosure
for stock options, which underpin both the discussion of equity valuation and
the review of the research literature.

Accounting for Stock Options
The primary goal of financial accounting is to provide investors with
information they can use to value a company’s equity. The challenge for
stock option accounting is determining how best to provide the information
that investors need to incorporate options properly into equity valuation.

From early on, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and
its predecessor, the Accounting Principles Board (APB), recognized that
options were important to assessing company value. As the use of options
grew in importance as a compensation device, so did the need to determine
the best way to represent options in the financial statements.

Throughout the extensive discussions of option accounting, two facts
have seemed clear. First, an option has expected value (and expected cost to
existing shareholders) even if the option is not currently in the money. If the
share price increases, the option pays off; if not, the employee receives
nothing. But the employee can never lose, so the expected value is positive.
Analogously, outstanding options represent an obligation of the company.

Second, options are granted as part of compensation. The employee will find
the inclusion of options in the employment contract attractive and may be willing
to sacrifice other compensation in exchange for options. In fact, employment
contracts often specify an estimated value for options as part of total compensa-
tion. Clearly, the value of options represents part of the cost of doing business.
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Based on the notion that options represent value given to the employee
as compensation for effort, the FASB has concluded that options should
represent part of compensation expense on a company’s income statement.
The more difficult issue, however, is determining the best method for mea-
suring the value of that compensation.

Measuring and Recording Option Expense. One of the first questions
to address has to do with timing: When should the expense be measured and
recorded? Conceptually, at least two potential measurement dates exist. One
possibility is to wait until the option is exercised, typically years after the grant
date, and measure an expense as the value of the option at the point of exercise.
This approach is the one taken for tax purposes on nonqualified stock options
(NQOs), which will be discussed later. Unfortunately, when using this approach
as a basis for stock option accounting in the financial statements, two problems
arise. First, in terms of the income statement, it does not match the benefit of
options to the cost. The incentive benefits of options are typically received in
periods prior to the exercise period. Second, it does not accurately reflect the
economics of the transaction. To be analogous with the treatment of other forms
of compensation, options should be reflected as a charge against income as they
are earned so that two companies granting compensation packages with the
same total value are represented on a consistent basis regardless of mix.

The other approach is to measure the value of the option at the date of
grant (grant-date accounting) based on an estimate of its value. The APB, and
more recently the FASB and the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB), opted for grant-date accounting under the argument that the fair value
of the option is established at the granting date. The option value is then
expensed over the service period during which the options are earned through
vesting, the notion being that options should be recognized as employees gain
the rights to them.

The major disadvantage of grant-date accounting is that the value of the
option must be estimated at the time of grant, which leads to the most difficult
problem in option accounting—how to value an employee stock option. The
primary consideration facing most proponents of expensing stock options has
been the issue of the appropriate option-valuation approach, and the difficulty
of determining the appropriate approach is what, in the past, caused options
not to be recognized as an expense. The issue persists even today, with the
FASB indicating support for expensing stock options but still discussing the
appropriate option-valuation approach.

In that regard, it is instructive to consider the traditional accounting for
options in APB No. 25, which was completed in 1973, around the time such
articles as Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) were published. The
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issue facing the APB is clear from the binomial tree in Figure 1.1. Although
the general approach to thinking about option valuation seems clear (discount-
ing future expected option values), the practical application is more difficult.
For instance, in Figure 1.1, a very limited number of future stock price
possibilities exist. In practice, however, with share prices changing constantly
and by very small amounts, an almost infinite number of possible future stock
price outcomes must be considered, thus complicating the computation.
Similarly, the issue of an appropriate discount rate is complex. All these factors
make it difficult to comply with the underlying notion of many accounting
standards—that resulting amounts must be reasonably and objectively esti-
mable to merit inclusion in the financial statements.

At the time of APB No. 25, the APB argued that options had value and
should be recognized as an expense but concluded that the option-valuation
approaches were not sufficiently developed to justify applying an option-
pricing model. It settled on an approach based on intrinsic value in which
options with fixed terms were valued at the grant date based on the difference
between market and strike prices (intrinsic value), at least until there was a
more generally accepted approach for option valuation. As a result, options
issued at the money required no expense recognition, primarily in response
to the lack of an acceptable option-valuation approach.

Arguments against Expensing Options. With the general acceptance
of the Black–Scholes model and other option-pricing models for publicly traded
options and the increasing use of options in practice, the issue of option
measurement became more pressing. Many commentators noted the inconsis-
tency in accounting between stock options and other forms of compensation.
In fact, even with stock options, grants to nonemployees (such as for goods or
services) were required to be recognized as an expense based on option-pricing
models, with only option grants to employees accorded special treatment.
Companies issuing substantial nonoption compensation argued that they were
unfairly disadvantaged by the special treatment accorded options. As a result,
the FASB agreed to reconsider the option issue.

Although many arguments were raised against the expensing of options,
the most compelling were (1) that there were economic consequences to
option expensing and (2) that the value of options could not be accurately
estimated.1 

1For convenience, I refer to the accounting issue as relating to whether options should be
expensed. But the issue is not primarily about expensing options per se (because current
accounting requires that the intrinsic value of options be expensed) but, rather, about how the
expense should be measured and whether it should reflect the fair value of option compensation
(computed based on an option-pricing model such as Black–Scholes).
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Regarding the economic consequences, some critics asserted that even
if the current accounting were incorrect, the cost of changing it (in terms of
harming the competitiveness and capital-raising ability of high-technology
companies) would be too high. But the FASB has indicated on a variety of
issues (such as expensing research and development and accounting for post-
retirement benefits) that economic consequences are not a major consider-
ation in its deliberations and that accounting is intended to be neutral (that is,
accounting should report on economic reality without affecting it). The FASB
views the current accounting for options as nonneutral because companies
appear to change the structure of option contracts (such as issuing options at
the money) to avoid expense recognition.

Option-Valuation Concerns. The concerns over option valuation are
more substantive. As many commentators have noted, existing option-pricing
models are based on assumptions that are generally not designed for
employee stock options. Furthermore, although option-pricing models work
well for publicly traded options, they may not be as effective for employee
stock options.

Under pressure from a variety of sources, the FASB opted in SFAS No.
123, Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation, to encourage companies to
expense the fair value of options but offered the alternative of disclosure.2
More importantly from an equity valuation perspective, the FASB established
a set of required disclosures to inform valuation so that even if the company
chose not to expense options, sufficient detail was available for investors to
estimate the value of existing options and likely future options. The resulting
disclosures include the fair value of the options earned by employees during
the period as well as information about the characteristics of options currently
outstanding.

To understand the disclosures, it is useful to explicitly consider the inputs
into a model such as the Black–Scholes option-pricing model because the
disclosures are designed to help investors who are using such a model to
arrive at their own estimates.

The basic Black–Scholes model for a non-dividend-paying stock
expresses option value as follows:

C = SN(D1) – Ke–rtN(D2), (2.1)

2The full text of SFAS No. 123 is available online at www.fasb.org/pdf/fas123.pdf.
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where
C = the value of the option
S = the current market price of the stock
K = the strike price to be paid when the option is exercised
t = the time remaining before the option expires
N(•) = the cumulative standard normal density function
r = the risk-free interest rate
σ = the standard deviation of the return on the stock

(2.2)

(2.3)

The first term of the equation can be thought of as the present value of
receiving the stock at exercise conditional on the option being in the money.
The second term captures the present value of having to pay the exercise price
conditional on the option being in the money. The difference is the value of
the option.

If the company is expected to pay dividends, the Black–Scholes model can
be supplemented with an adjustment for dividends. In particular, because
options are not typically dividend protected and because dividends substitute
for capital gains, the value of an option on a stock that pays dividends is
reduced relative to the value of an option on the same stock if it paid no
dividends. The adjustment basically represents the present value of the
dividends that would be sacrificed by holding the option rather than the
underlying stock. If one assumes that the stock pays dividends continuously
at a constant dividend yield and that options are held to maturity, the option-
pricing model can be adjusted by substituting SDividend for S in the Black–
Scholes model, where

SDividend = Se–δt,

and where � is the annual dividend yield as a percentage of the current
market price of the stock.3

3The adjustment is an approximation because, for tractability, it assumes that option exercise
is unaffected by dividends and that dividends are paid continuously. In practice, the presence
of dividends may induce early exercise to capture the dividend and dividends are typically paid
periodically rather than continuously. Adjustments to reflect the effects of dividends on option
value more accurately are discussed in Hull (2002).

D1 S K⁄( ) r σ2 2⁄+( )t+log
σ t

------------------------------------------------------------≡

D2 S K⁄( ) r σ2 2⁄–( )t+log
σ t

------------------------------------------------------------ .≡
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The Black–Scholes model is well suited for estimating the value of the
option obligation because it provides an estimate of the present value of the
future payoffs to the option. As a consequence, it does not require that the
potential values of the options be forecasted then discounted back but
instead permits the value to be inferred from inputs—such as the current
market price, option strike price, risk-free interest rate, expected share price
volatility, dividend payout, and expected time to exercise—to calculate the
value of an option.

Dell Example
To understand how such an approach might be implemented in practice, I will
apply it to Dell Computer Corporation. The appendix presents financial state-
ments and selected disclosure from Dell’s fiscal 2002 annual report, including
the option footnote. 

Footnote Disclosure. Note that the option footnote presents five basic
sets of information. First, it provides information on the terms of the options.
For example, it notes that there are two option plans—one for executives and
one for nonexecutive employees (the broad-based plan). In terms of the tax
treatment of the options, the broad-based plan is limited to nonqualified
options; the executive plan includes both nonqualified options and incentive
stock options. Dell’s options typically have a 10-year maturity and vest over 5
years. That information will be useful in estimating the value of the options.

Second, it provides information on the option granting, exercise, and
cancellation behavior in previous years. For example, it shows that 344 million
options were outstanding at the beginning of 2002, 126 million more were
granted, 63 million were exercised, and 57 million were canceled, leaving 350
million outstanding at year-end.4 Given 2,602 million total shares outstanding
at year-end, optioned shares represent 13.5 percent of shares outstanding. In
addition, it shows the average exercise prices of each group of options. For
example, it shows that the options granted during 2002 were at an average strike
of $23.24 and those that were exercised were at a strike of $3.11, indicating that
the share price increased about 647 percent on average since those options
were granted. In addition, options canceled had an exercise price of $32.86,
indicating that most were out of the money when the employee left the com-
pany. Such information is useful in forecasting option activity going forward.

4For convenience, I quantify options based on the number of underlying shares of stock to
which they pertain. For example, I refer to 344 million options rather than the technically more
correct options on 344 million shares of stock. I also refer to years based on the end of Dell’s
fiscal year, so the fiscal year ending 2 February 2002 is referred to as 2002.
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Third, the disclosure provides a summary of the terms of the options that
were still outstanding at the time of the statement. In particular, the outstanding
options are categorized by exercise price range, and Dell also discloses weighted-
average exercise price and remaining contractual life. Options are divided into
those that are exercisable and those that are not (typically because they have not
vested). That information provides useful inputs into the option-valuation model.

Fourth, the footnote presents information on fair value estimates and the
assumptions underlying those estimates. In particular, the footnote indicates
that Dell estimates that the average fair value of an option granted in fiscal 2002
was $13.04, down from $20.98 and $22.64 in 2001 and 2000, respectively,
primarily because of lower share prices. Furthermore, the footnote provides
estimates of the reduction in income had options been expensed, on both a
pretax and after-tax basis, as well as on a per-share basis. In 2002, expensing
options would have reduced pretax income by $964 million, $694 million after
tax. Given a reported pretax income of $1,731 million, expensing options would
have represented a reduction of 56 percent. In terms of an equity valuation
framework, this information is useful in thinking about current option intensity
(and profitability) as a means of assessing the likely cost of options in the future.
In that sense, options are like other forms of compensation on the income
statement, and the footnotes provide information on current profitability after
taking options into account as a means for estimating future profitability.

Finally, regarding the assumptions underlying the fair value estimates,
the footnote shows that expected life on new option grants is 5 years (relative
to a contractual life of 10 years), the risk-free rate is 4.63 percent, the share
price volatility is 61.18 percent, and no dividends are anticipated.

Value of Outstanding Options. With the information provided by Dell,
estimates of the inputs listed below can be developed, which can then be used
to estimate the value of outstanding options using Equation 2.1: 

S = the current market price of the stock
K = the strike price to be paid when the option is exercised
t = the time remaining before the option expires
r = the risk-free rate of return
� = the standard deviation of the return on the stock
� = the annual dividend yield

The footnote discloses, as mentioned previously, the following option assump-
tions as of year-end 2002: 
• Risk-free rate (r in the Black–Scholes model) is 4.63 percent.
• Standard deviation of returns (� in the model) is 61.18 percent.
• Expected dividend yield (� in the model) is zero. 
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The footnote also discloses information on the terms of various subsets of
options. For example, the set of 30 million options outstanding has an average
remaining contractual life of 3.49 years and a strike price (K in the Black–
Scholes model) of $0.96. The strike price can be compared with Dell’s share
price at fiscal year-end 2002 (S in the Black-Scholes model) of $26.80.

The only missing input for calculating the option value as of year-end 2002
is the expected remaining life; yet even for expected remaining life, some
information is available. First, Dell’s disclosure shows that the expected term
at time of grant for the typical option is five years. Second, it shows that the
options in this group are, on average, already more than five years from grant
and have a remaining contractual life of only 3.49 years. As a result, the
remaining life for this particular group of options cannot exceed 3.49 years.
Although I discuss approaches for developing more sophisticated estimates of
option exercise later in this monograph, at this point I will assume that exercise
takes place at half of the remaining life (in 1.745 years for this group of options). 

Using this available information and applying the Black–Scholes pricing
model, the value of each option is about $25.91. The option value is very close
to the intrinsic value of the options (market price of $26.80 – strike price of
$0.96 = $25.84) because the options are deep in the money and close to the
end of their lives and, hence, are very likely to be exercised. Multiplied by 30
million, that group of options is worth about $777 million.

Analogous calculations can be made for the other option subsets as well,
and by continuing, for convenience, to assume that options are exercised
halfway through their remaining lives, the total value of outstanding options
is found to be $5,257 million. Because, as discussed in more detail later, option
exercise typically creates tax deductions, the implications for cash flows are
not as extreme as the magnitude of that liability would imply. But assuming a
tax rate of 28 percent, the after-tax liability is about $3,785 million.

At year-end 2002, Dell had total liabilities of $8,841 million; therefore,
options would increase the liabilities by 43 percent. Given a market capitaliza-
tion of $69,734 million as of year-end 2002, the after-tax value of outstanding
options is 5.4 percent of the market value of Dell’s outstanding equity. If
treated as a liability, the option obligation would represent one of the largest
claims against the company.

Future Option Grants. If one assumes that the operating cash flow esti-
mates do not explicitly incorporate the effects of options, future option grants
need to be taken into account. Based on the footnote disclosure, stock options
could have a substantial impact on Dell’s reported profitability. In particular,
the pro forma disclosure indicates that diluted earnings per share in 2002 would
have been reduced by $0.27 per share—from $0.46 to $0.19. In other words,
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based on the valuation approach used by Dell, options constituted a substantial
cost of doing business. Coupled with the valuation approach just demonstrated,
one could use this information (and information on the prior years’ options) to
assess the quantity of options necessary to support past accounting profitability
and get a sense of the intensity of options likely needed for the future. 

Dell’s statements show that pro forma option expense totaled $964 million
in 2002, but that figure includes a mixture of effects. First, it includes a portion
of the options granted in each of the last five years (because Dell has a five-
year vesting plan and option expense is spread out over the vesting period).
As a result, the $964 million reflects options granted as far back as 1997, which
also explains part of the reason that pro forma option expense increased
substantially over recent years. In SFAS No. 123, the FASB established a
transition in which the footnote expense was based only on grants going
forward, so the first year included only that year’s option grants. As time
passed, additional layers of option grants were added until the calculation
reached steady state at the end of the vesting period for options granted in the
first year of the standard (five years in Dell’s case). As a result, the trend in
historical data on pro forma option expense is not necessarily representative
going forward. Second, under SFAS No. 123, option values are adjusted for
estimated forfeitures. The company estimates the value per option and the
likely forfeitures during the vesting period. The remaining amount is amor-
tized over the vesting period, with an adjustment each period for the amounts
by which the forfeiture rate differs from expectations. As a result, the $964
million is affected by the option grants over the previous five years and the
experience with forfeitures.

In 2002, the total value of Dell’s options could be computed as $1,643 million
(126 million options granted × an option value per share of $13.04). In 2001, the
total was $3,231 million ($20.98 × 154 million), and in 2001, it was $1,132 million
($22.64 × 50 million). The volatility of option grants makes them difficult to
forecast in this context, and knowledge of the company’s plans with respect to
options is important for forecasting options. But as a starting point, the value of
options granted from 2000 to 2002 averaged $2,002 million. During those same
three years, cancellations on Dell’s options averaged 33 percent. Although that
average probably overstates the effect of cancellations because it includes out-
of-the-money options that were canceled but would otherwise have expired out
of the money, it provides at least a benchmark for thinking about options going
forward. Assuming that 33 percent of the options are ultimately canceled and
applying Dell’s stated effective tax rate of 28 percent, one can see that the pretax
option amount is $1,341 million and the after-tax amount is $966 million.
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The notion that Dell incurred about $966 million of after-tax option costs
in 2002 provides at least a starting point for thinking about future option costs.
If option intensity were to remain relatively constant, the cost of option-based
compensation might be expected to grow at approximately the growth rate of
sales. Starting with a baseline expense of $966 million and assuming a growth
rate of, say, 3 percent in perpetuity and an 8 percent discount rate, the
estimated obligation created by future option grants would total about $19,315
million. Coupled with the estimated obligations for existing options discussed
earlier, the total obligation for current and future options would total $23,100
million. Comparing that amount with Dell’s year-end market capitalization of
$69,734 million, the cost of options is clearly substantial.

Of course, the preceding is based on fairly ad hoc assumptions and, in
practice, would need to be adjusted for expectations about future events,
especially with regard to future option grants. For example, many companies,
including Dell, have announced intentions to reduce option intensity going
forward. But even if that is the case, companies such as Dell will likely have
to substitute other types of compensation for the portion of compensation
currently in options. As a result, the effects of an overestimate of option
compensation will be mitigated potentially by an underestimation of other
compensation. In the extreme, if other compensation replaces option compen-
sation dollar for dollar, an inaccurate estimate of options going forward does
not necessarily create an inaccurate estimate of value. As discussed later,
however, the trade-off need not be dollar for dollar because of such factors as
risk aversion.

Tax Issues
From an equity valuation perspective, incorporating the tax effects of
employee options can be quite important because the tax deduction can
significantly reduce the cost of options. When examining the tax issues, one
must consider the two major classes of stock options—incentive stock options
(ISOs) and nonqualified stock options (NQOs)—although ISOs have declined
in importance.

Incentive stock options are restricted because they must meet certain IRS
criteria, including requirements that the underlying stock not be sold for two
years after the option is granted and for one year after the option is exercised.
ISOs provide no tax deduction to the issuing company and no taxable income
to the employee at exercise. But when the underlying stock is sold, the
employee must pay tax on the difference between the selling price and the
purchase price (the option strike price), usually at the capital gains rate.
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Nonqualified stock options do not carry the same restrictions and require
the employee to pay taxes at the ordinary income tax rate on the difference
between the market price and strike price when the options are exercised. In
addition, the company receives a tax deduction in the same amount at that
time. Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1996, many options were ISOs because
the ordinary income tax rate for individuals was quite high relative to the
capital gains rate and the corporate tax rate. But the Tax Reform Act of 1996
reduced the attractiveness of ISOs from a tax perspective.

Although some companies still have some ISOs, the majority of outstand-
ing options are now NQOs. Furthermore, those companies that continue to
hold ISOs do not typically separate them from NQOs. For example, Dell notes
that its broad-based option plan contains only NQOs. The executive plan, in
contrast, contains a combination of ISOs and NQOs, but the split is not stated.
In addition, Dell’s proxy statement indicates that the options granted to
executives represent only about 10 percent of options granted to all employ-
ees, so I will assume that all options are NQOs. 

The tax implications of stock options are not conceptually different from
those of other forms of compensation because such other forms also typically
provide a tax deduction when the value is received by the employee. But two
important factors set NQOs apart. First, the tax treatment of NQOs is based
on exercise-date accounting, whereas the financial accounting treatment is
based on grant-date accounting. As a result, at the time options are granted to
employees, their value is represented as an expense or (more commonly) in
the footnotes at the modified Black–Scholes value of the option based on
expected payoff. For tax purposes, however, the deduction is based on the
intrinsic value at the time of exercise. Therefore, even if options are expensed
for financial accounting purposes, the tax and accounting treatments can differ
drastically in terms of timing and amount. Second, the amounts of option
deductions can be extremely large for a company if it has experienced a
substantial stock price run-up. Not only will the deduction per share exercised
be large, but option exercise will also be more prevalent.

For a comfortably profitable company with a relatively modest stock
option plan, treating the tax effects of stock options is fairly straightforward.
Because the stock option is valued based on the expected intrinsic value at
exercise, which also represents the expected tax deduction, the after-tax
option value can be approximated by subtracting the likely tax benefit result-
ing from the option exercise (expected corporate tax rate times the expected
intrinsic value) from the pretax value. This is the approach used earlier to
determine the basic equity valuation for Dell.
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The situation becomes more complex if the company is likely to experi-
ence a tax loss during the period when the option is exercised. Although such
a tax loss should be a concern for any tax deduction, it is particularly pro-
nounced for stock options because of the possibility that an otherwise profit-
able company can realize so much in stock option deductions that it reports a
tax loss. 

The effect of options on taxes can be substantial even for large companies.
Sullivan (2002), for example, estimated that the tax deductions for options
exceeded net income for 8 of the 40 largest U.S. companies in 2000—Microsoft
Corporation, America Online, Cisco Systems, Amgen, Dell, Sun Microsys-
tems, Qualcomm, and Lucent Technologies. Graham, Lang, and Shackelford
(forthcoming 2004) estimated that option deductions totaled 10 percent of
pretax income for S&P 100 Index companies during 2000. Even more striking,
aggregate option deductions exceeded aggregate pretax income for the NAS-
DAQ 100 Index companies in 2000 (although some did pay taxes because the
deductions did not exceed pretax income for some individual companies).
Therefore, one cannot assume that option-intensive companies that are prof-
itable on an accounting basis also have positive taxable income.

Option Tax Effects on Cash Flows. Current accounting and disclosure
create a challenge for understanding the past effect of options on taxes because
if the underlying options are not treated as an expense for financial accounting
purposes, then they also do not reduce income tax expense. The reason for the
parallel treatment is fairly clear. If options reduced income tax expense but not
pretax income, the net effect of issuing options would be to increase income
(reduce tax expense but not pretax income). In addition, effective tax rates
would appear to be unreasonably low because tax expense would be reduced
by the effects of options but pretax income would not be reduced.

Instead, stock option tax benefits do not directly affect tax expense on the
income statement, either when the options are granted or when they are
exercised. Furthermore, because they never affect tax expense, deferred tax
is not typically created. As a result, the tax/book difference for options never
reverses, so a company could have significant tax expense on the income
statement without ever paying taxes. Further still, the changes in the deferred
tax accounts are not informative about the tax effects of options because
deferred-tax accounting is generally not required. 

A similar issue exists with respect to pretax income. Because options are
not deducted as an expense when issued, they never directly affect pretax
income. Finally, because the tax benefits from options flow through the
operating section of the statement of cash flows, a company can report high
profits and even higher operating cash flows.
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In some cases, it is possible to get a sense of the likely size of the tax effect
of options from the statement of cash flows or the statement of shareholders’
equity. In particular, when options are exercised, the typical accounting for
the tax effect is as follows:

Taxes payable
Additional paid-in capital

In theory, one should be able to infer the amount of the tax benefit from
the statement of shareholders’ equity. But many companies combine different
effects of options on the same line. For example, by reading Dell’s financial
statement, investors would know that Dell had “Stock issuances under
employee plans, including tax benefits” of $853 million in 2002, but investors
would not know how much the option exercise itself was (which would also
have affected additional paid-in capital) nor how much the tax benefit was.

Similarly, the statement of cash flows disclosure is inconsistent, and the
effects of options are often not separated, especially for smaller magnitudes.
For example, Hanlon and Shevlin (2002) found that only 63 of the NASDAQ
100 companies separate out the tax benefits of stock options, even though they
are likely to be especially option intensive. Furthermore, interpreting informa-
tion on option tax benefits is complex in cases of net operating loss carryfor-
wards and tax valuation allowances. As a result, Hanlon and Shevlin advocated
using the tax footnote information to estimate the tax effect of options.

It is clear from Dell’s stock option footnote that the effect of options on
taxes can be significant. For example, one can estimate the size of the option
tax deduction by taking into account the number of shares exercised in each
year and then estimating the degree to which the underlying options are in
the money. The footnote provides information on the weighted-average strike
price but not on the market price. An estimate of the market price at exercise,
however, can be based on the weighted-average strike price on options
granted during the year if the company typically issues at the money, or it can
be based on the actual stock price path during the year.

Using the information from the footnote, Dell’s option deductions for
2002 can be estimated as $1,268 million [63 million shares × ($23.24 – $3.11)],
which compares with pretax income on the income statement of $1,731
million. Dell, therefore, appeared substantially more profitable for financial
accounting purposes than it did on its tax return. Similar calculations
estimate that Dell had $3,279 million of deductions relative to $3,194 million
of pretax income in 2001 and $3,109 million of deductions relative to $2,451
million of pretax income in 2000. Therefore, despite substantial pretax
accounting income in 2000 and 2001, Dell received tax refunds.
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Consistent with that result, Dell’s supplementary statement of cash flow
disclosure indicates that not only did Dell not pay income taxes in 2000 and
2001; it actually received cash back (refunds of prior taxes paid) of $32 million
in 2001 and $363 million in 2000. Assuming a tax rate of 28 percent, Dell had
a tax benefit from options of about $355 million, $918 million, and $871 million
for 2002, 2001, and 2000, respectively. These amounts can be compared with
the amounts of tax benefits from option exercise reported on the statement of
cash flows of $487 million, $929 million, and $1,040 million. The difference
reflects, at least in part, the timing lag between the month when options are
exercised and the month when taxes are paid, as well as assumptions on tax
rates and stock prices.

The statement of cash flow effect of options is particularly important to
note because it is included in the operating section. For example, in 2000,
Dell’s operating cash flow was $3,926 million, substantially exceeding its net
income of $1,666 million. The difference is largely the result of the $1,040
million in tax benefits from options, which are not comparable to normal cash
from operations.

Note also that the deduction for tax purposes differs markedly from the
pro forma expense in the footnotes. Even if options had been expensed on the
income statement in 2001, for example, the tax deduction of $3,279 million
estimated earlier would have been far greater than the financial statement
expense of $620 million noted in the footnotes. The reason, of course, is that
the income statement expense represents the ex ante value of options earned
by employees in the current year and the tax return represents the ex post
value of the options exercised in the current year. The $620 million represents
an expectation of what the grants earned during the year will be worth
ultimately (discounted back to the present). The $3,279 million is the amount
that options granted in the past were ultimately worth when exercised.
Although fewer options were exercised in 2001 (95 million) than were granted
in 2001 (154 million), the fact that the options exercised in 2001 were worth
substantially more than those included in the expense in 2001 reflects the
average share price appreciation (from $3.26 to $37.78) from the time when
the options were granted to when they were exercised.

To get a sense of the difference between ex ante and ex post value, one
can use Dell’s information on its 2001 option grants, which had an average
strike price of $37.78, with an average fair value of $20.98, or 56 percent of
the strike. Applying the same proportion to the options exercised in 2001
(and assuming other inputs to the option-valuation formula remained approx-
imately constant), the per-share fair value of the options exercised in 2001
was $1.81 per option ($3.26 × 0.56) or $172 million total ($1.81 × 95 million)
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when they were granted. In other words, the pro forma expense when the
options were issued would have been about $172 million, with the options
ultimately providing deductions of $3,279 million. By the same token, the
$172 million of options could easily have expired worthless had the stock
price not risen.

This illustration also clarifies the difficulty of matching financial account-
ing for options to tax accounting for options. The $172 million represents the
present value of an estimate of the value of the options when granted; the
$3,279 million represents the realized value. Had Dell been required to
expense options from a financial statement perspective, it would have
appeared to have been quite profitable, but from a tax perspective, its profit-
ability was substantially lower. This tax/book difference never reverses
because financial accounting records an estimate of the value of the option at
grant (grant-date accounting) and does not adjust it to the ultimate value at
exercise on which the option deduction is based (exercise-date accounting).
As a consequence, a company can look consistently profitable for financial
accounting purposes while paying little or no tax.

Note also that the amount of the option deduction can vary dramatically
over time. For example, the estimated option deduction increased from $3,109
million in 2000 to $3,279 million in 2001 and then dropped to $1,268 million in
2002. Similarly, the cash flow effects are volatile—from $871 million in 2000,
based on my estimates, to $918 million in 2001 and $355 million in 2002.

Furthermore, although Dell faced a large number of in-the-money options
in 2000 (363 million options at the beginning of the year, with an average strike
of $5.40 and an average stock price of $42.86 during the year), by the end of
2002 the options outstanding were, on average, close to the money (350 million
options with an average strike of $26.36 and share prices averaging $23.24
during 2002). As a result, the massive cash benefits from stock options are
unlikely to recur unless Dell’s stock price increases substantially.

From an equity valuation perspective, the important point is forecasting
the tax implications of options for future cash flows. As is clear from the Dell
example, option deduction cash flows are unlikely to remain constant over
time because they are very sensitive to share price movements. But the option-
pricing model offers an effective method for computing the present value of
the option deductions. Assuming a constant tax rate (28 percent in Dell’s case),
one can simply apply that rate to the fair value of the options to compute the
present value of the expected tax shield. That factor was implicit earlier when
I assumed that the after-tax option obligation was 72 percent of the gross
amount.
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Unfortunately, the assumption that option deductions can be fully utilized
as realized may not be valid for many companies. As the preceding example
illustrates, even a company as profitable as Dell can face situations in which
option deductions can exceed pretax income. Under some circumstances,
many companies will face no significant tax burden because of tax losses. In
fact, the presence of large stock option deductions creates the possibility that
companies that appear profitable from an accounting perspective may actually
report tax losses once deductions are included.

Because of the carryforward and carryback features of the tax code, four
potential scenarios can be projected. Scenarios 1 and 2 present extreme
situations in which few companies are likely to fit. Scenarios 3 and 4 are more
probable.
1. The company is always profitable from a tax perspective (in all states of

the world and over all time periods from 3 years prior to the current year
to 20 years subsequent to the current year) and able to use the tax
deductions in the year of exercise. In that case (and assuming a constant
tax rate), the deductions can be valued at the tax rate multiplied by the
value of the options, and the after-tax option obligation can be measured
at 1 minus the tax rate times the pretax option obligation. This scenario,
however, describes only the most stable and profitable companies. 

2. The company is always unprofitable from a tax perspective; hence, the tax
deductions will expire unused. In this scenario, the deductions are worth-
less and the after-tax value of the option obligation is the same as the
pretax value. This scenario is also unlikely to describe many companies
because companies that are going concerns have a significant probability
of at least some profitability.

3. The company is expected to have tax profits in the year the options are
exercised (at least in some situations) but is expected to be unprofitable
in some other years.

4. The company is expected to have tax losses in the year the options are
exercised (at least in some situations) but is expected to be profitable in
some other years.
In the last two scenarios, the present value of the tax benefit will depend

on the proportion of situations in which the company is expected to be tax
profitable in the year the options are exercised as well as its profitability in years
around that year. Even an unusually profitable company such as Dell can have
years when option deductions wipe out all taxable income so that some deduc-
tions cannot be used in the current year. But if the company was profitable in
past years, it can carry the loss from the excess option deductions back to get
refunds for prior taxes paid. As a result, it still generates a full tax benefit.
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Similarly, if the company is expected to be profitable in the year of exercise but
likely to be unprofitable in the future, the deductions will initially generate tax
benefits. But those tax benefits will disappear when the company becomes
unprofitable because the taxes saved would have been refunded anyway.

Findings of Graham, Lang, and Shackelford. Graham, Lang, and
Shackelford developed an approach for forecasting the relevant marginal tax
rate in the face of stock options. Their question is slightly different from mine
because they attempted to assess the effect of options on the tax benefits of
debt. They considered realized option deductions in 2000 and attempted to
assess the marginal tax rate faced by a company considering the simulations
of future pretax income and option exercise based on past experience. They
focused on the S&P 100 and NASDAQ 100 companies and used information
from the option footnote to forecast likely carryforward and carryback impli-
cations of options. They used a simulation in which the past distribution of
share prices and pretax, pre-option earnings was used to forecast potential tax
positions and probabilities in each year going forward. Given that information,
probability-weighted expectations can be formed that explicitly take into
account (1) the likelihood that the option deductions will be exploited and (2)
the amounts of likely deductions.

They made several important observations. First, even for the S&P 100
sample, option deductions totaled $63 billion on pre-option, pretax income of
$349 billion. As a consequence, the companies faced a substantially lower tax
burden than implied by income tax expense on the income statement. But taking
into account the option deductions, the average S&P 100 company still faced a
marginal tax rate of 35 percent, indicating that although the deductions were
large, the average S&P 100 company could fully use its option deductions. Even
if deductions were expected to exceed pretax income under certain circum-
stances (as with Dell), S&P 100 companies typically can use tax loss carrybacks
to obtain refunds of previous taxes paid or carryforwards to offset future taxes.

The NASDAQ 100 companies, in contrast, had option deductions of $35
billion on pre-option, pretax income of $13 billion. In other words, although
the NASDAQ 100 appeared profitable in aggregate when one ignores options,
that perspective changes when options are factored in. But because some
companies were profitable even after taking options into account and others
had large losses, some NASDAQ 100 companies still paid taxes.

More to the point, when options are ignored, the average NASDAQ 100
company had an estimated marginal tax rate of 31 percent, suggesting that most
companies were facing relatively high tax rates. But when options are factored in,
the marginal tax rate drops to 5 percent, with almost 60 percent of the NASDAQ
100 companies facing estimated marginal tax rates of less than 10 percent. 
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One way to interpret that result is that most companies were able to use
at least part of their 2000 option deductions (because they were tax profitable
before taking into account the option deduction), but many were not expected
to be able to use all of their option deductions (because they were expected
to be unprofitable for some time in the future after taking into account their
option deductions). In some cases, the reduction in marginal rates reflects the
fact that the company would not be able to take advantage of the deductions
for many periods in the future (because it was not expected to be profitable
for some time) and would, therefore, sacrifice the time value of money. In
extreme cases, however, companies had not been profitable in the past and
were not expected to be profitable in the foreseeable future; therefore,
although options generated large tax deductions, those deductions were
expected to expire unused.

An implication of this result is that, although options may provide
substantial tax deductions to offset a portion of their cost, one cannot assume
that the full amount of the tax deduction can be exploited. In cases of stable,
profitable companies, the after-tax cost of options can be approximated by
multiplying the pretax cost by 1 minus the company’s tax rate. But in cases
of less stable, less profitable companies, the option deductions may expire
unused or may not be used for several periods in the future, sacrificing the
time value of money.

Graham, Lang, and Shackelford also examined whether companies
behave as though they recognize the effect of the likely option deduction in
making financing decisions. In particular, they examined why some compa-
nies issue relatively little debt despite high accounting profits (given that it
appears that debt would reduce expected tax burdens) and hypothesize that
many such companies do not anticipate paying much in taxes. Therefore, if
one views the decision on debt policy after all of the company’s other decisions
have been made, a company that looks profitable from an accounting perspec-
tive may actually view itself as unlikely to pay taxes and may, therefore, view
debt as unattractive. Consistent with that result, Graham, Lang, and Shackel-
ford documented relatively little relationship between debt levels and mar-
ginal tax rates when the effects of options were ignored. But when options are
factored in, a significant relationship exists between debt and tax rates,
thereby reinforcing the importance of considering options when examining
companies’ financial decision making.

Although options represent a significant cost of doing business, the cost
is mitigated by the tax benefits options provide. Furthermore, a thorough
understanding of option taxes is critical when interpreting current cash flows
and predicting future cash flows.
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3. Patterns of Option Exercise

Every option-valuation approach makes assumptions about the behavior
employees will follow when exercising their options. Consider the binomial
tree in Figure 1.1. In a large number of cases, the option is in the money and
exercisable, and it is up to the employee to decide when to exercise. But to
make the valuing of options manageable, some assumptions must be made
about the circumstances under which exercise occurs.

Assumptions about Exercise
One of the major insights underpinning the traditional Black–Scholes model
for traded options is that one can infer optimal exercise. In particular, for
options that are tradable on non-dividend-paying stocks, early exercise is
generally not optimal.1 As a result, for most traded options, exercise can be
assumed to occur whenever the option is in the money at the end of its life,
and no earlier. Therefore, option valuations can be developed based on
forecasting stock price paths through to option expiration, attaching probabil-
ities, and discounting back to the present. In terms of Figure 1.1, that assump-
tion would imply exercise in all cases in the 10th year (conditional on the
option being in the money). 

In part, the optimality of exercise only at maturity reflects the fact that,
besides being exercised, publicly traded options can be sold or hedged, so an
individual’s risk profile and liquidity needs do not enter into the calculation.
Conversely, employee stock options generally cannot be sold, and employees
are limited in their ability to lay off risk by taking, for example, a short position
to offset the long position in the option. Although an employee might like to
sell an option, selling it would defeat the incentive intentions in granting the
option because the new buyer would typically not have the same ability to
affect company value.

As a consequence, factors such as an employee’s level of risk tolerance
and liquidity needs affect exercise decisions and thus increase the complexity
of forecasting option exercise. For example, an employee requiring cash for
a major purchase or wishing to reduce exposure to the company’s stock may
have little choice but to exercise options even if the remaining contractual life
is substantial. In order to accurately estimate option value, therefore, forecast-
ing the likely employee option exercise behavior is necessary.

1For high-dividend stocks, early exercise is sometimes optimal immediately preceding a
dividend to capture the dividend, because options are typically not dividend protected. 
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Timing of Exercise
Unfortunately, employees are unlikely to exercise their options at the

same time or based on the same factors. Exercise is likely to be triggered by
employee-specific events. For example, employees may exercise early
because of risk aversion or liquidity concerns, and risk aversion and liquidity
needs will vary from employee to employee. Furthermore, employee stock
option exercise may be involuntary (or only partially voluntary), such as when
the employee separates from the company, because options are typically
canceled if not exercised within a specified time from separation.

As a result, rather than identifying a subset of nodes at which exercise is
definitely optimal, envisioning nodes with various probabilities of exercise is
probably more accurate. One can, for example, imagine the probability of
exercise changing based on factors such as the remaining life of the option,
the market price/strike price ratio, or recent share price volatility.

Exercise patterns not only affect option valuation; they can also have an
impact on a company’s cash flow needs. For example, a company that chooses
to repurchase shares to satisfy option exercise (hence avoiding dilution) will
have substantially greater cash flow needs in periods when many deep-in-the-
money options are exercised. Similarly, companies that issue new shares for
option exercises will have significant cash inflows as the strike price is
received from employees. In Dell’s case, for example, the 63 million options
exercised in 2002 generated about $196 million in cash from the strike price
($3.11 × 63 million). As discussed earlier, option exercise would also have
generated about $355 million in tax savings in 2002. But had Dell opted to
repurchase those shares to avoid dilution, it would have had to pay about
$1,464 million ($23.24 × 63 million), assuming that the options were repur-
chased at the same price as the new options granted during the year. As a
result, repurchasing shares for option exercises would have cost Dell $913
million, net of strike price and option tax benefits received. An analogous
calculation for 2001 indicates a cost of $2,361 million to repurchase shares to
satisfy option exercise, net of strike price and option tax benefits received.
Even for a profitable company such as Dell, repurchasing shares to satisfy
option exercise entails a substantial cash outflow.

One thing that seems clear is that early exercise is an important phenom-
enon and one that must be considered. Casual observation and academic
research point to the pervasiveness of early exercise. Exercise typically occurs
as early as halfway through the option’s life, as in Dell’s case when exercise
is assumed to occur, on average, 5 years into the option’s 10-year life. Further-
more, the cost to the company of a 10-year option is substantially higher than
the cost of a 5-year option. In the case of Dell, for example, assuming that
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options are held to maturity would result in an option value of $17.15 versus
$13.04 computed based on an assumed life of five years.

As a consequence, the FASB has realized that any option-valuation
approach should permit use of an assumed life much shorter than the contrac-
tual life. The current guidance in SFAS No. 123 requires that option value be
estimated over expected life rather than contractual life (the modified Black–
Scholes model)—five years in Dell’s case. In terms of a binomial tree, Dell’s
option life assumption implies that all exercise occurs in the fifth year of the
option life if the option is in the money and at no other time. 

Unfortunately, that characterization is likely to be wrong for at least three
reasons. First, even if option exercise occurs, on average, in the fifth year, it
is likely to occur gradually over time rather than all at once. Second, when
option exercise occurs, it is likely to be concentrated in certain regions of the
binomial tree. For example, options that are deeper in the money may be more
likely to be exercised early than those that are close to the money. Third,
assuming an option life of 5 years ignores the fact that 10-year options that are
out of the money at 5 years still have value because they may move into the
money in the last 5 years. But to say more, it is important to characterize
employee exercise behavior in practice. 

Empirical Evidence
Identifying patterns of employee option exercise behavior is difficult because
data on option exercise are publicly available only at an aggregate level in the
annual report. Huddart and Lang (1996), however, accessed a proprietary
dataset of option exercise behavior for more than 50,000 employees at seven
companies, with an eye toward understanding employee exercise behavior.
They focused on four questions: 
1. How pervasive is early exercise? 
2. How predictable is early exercise? 
3. What factors appear to explain early exercise? 
4. Does early exercise vary across levels in the organization?

Huddart and Lang (1996) focused their analysis on risk aversion as a
predictor of early exercise, much as Huddart (1994) had developed an analyt-
ical model predicting when exercise would occur under risk aversion. Huddart
showed that risk-averse employees tend to exercise early and diversify when
the value sacrificed by exercising early is relatively low and their degree of
risk aversion is relatively high.

The results in Huddart and Lang (1996) indicate early exercise is perva-
sive. In their sample of companies, exercise typically occurred around the
middle of the option lives, consistent with the Dell example. To assess the
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economic significance of the result, the authors estimated the amount sacri-
ficed by early exercise, computed as the Black–Scholes value of the option,
assuming exercise at expiration relative to the intrinsic value received through
early exercise.

Employees commonly sacrifice as much as half of the theoretical Black–
Scholes value of the option by exercising early, suggesting significant risk
aversion. Again, the notion that employees sacrifice significant value by
exercising early is consistent with the Dell example, in which options held for
their contractual life of 10 years are worth 31 percent more ($17.15) than
options exercised after 5 years ($13.04). In some ways, this finding is not
particularly surprising given that the typical employees are probably poorly
diversified, with their fortunes tied closely to their employer, in terms of both
company-specific human capital and investments in company stock through
pension and employee stock ownership plans. Thus, faced with a choice,
employees appear to opt to lay off some of that risk by exercising their options
and diversifying.

In terms of exercise patterns, Huddart and Lang (1996) observed that
when a given employee exercises, he or she typically exercises all available
options at once (as opposed to gradually exercising), suggesting that employ-
ees may perceive some fixed cost to exercising that encourages them to wait
until they are ready to exercise all their options. In terms of a given option
grant to multiple employees, however, exercise tends to be spread out over
time because individual employees exercise at different times, consistent with
differences in risk aversion and liquidity needs. Thus, an implicit assumption
(such as Dell’s assumption that all exercise occurs in the fifth year) is not likely
to reflect actual exercise patterns.

In terms of predictability, the timing of option exercise is variable across
grants, adding noise to the process of estimating typical option life. For a
company such as Dell, actual exercise experience on an individual grant basis
is likely to deviate substantially from the five-year assumption. That result is
not particularly surprising because, for example, cases in which stock price
appreciation is limited after grant will naturally result in longer option lives. 

The findings suggest that care should be taken when attempting to predict
future option exercise behavior based on past behavior. The findings also
suggest that option exercise assumptions can add a significant amount of noise
to estimated option values.

To model the determinants of exercise more formally, Huddart and Lang
(1996) estimated a regression of the percentage of a given grant exercised
in a typical month on risk aversion variables expected to precipitate exercise.
Huddart, for example, predicted that risk-averse employees will establish
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hurdles based on market/strike ratios because exercising options that are
deep in the money sacrifices less value and permits employees to lay off
more risk. In addition, he predicted that the market/strike ratio hurdle will
gradually be lowered as the option moves closer to maturity so less value is
sacrificed by exercising.

To avoid cases in which option exercise would not be economical,
Huddart and Lang (1996) considered only options that were in the money
by at least 15 percent. In terms of specific variables, they found the following.

■ Exercise is positively related to the market/strike ratio and negatively
related to market/strike squared. Market/strike captures the notion that
exercise will be higher the further the option is in the money because less is
sacrificed when options are deep in the money (i.e., there is less downside
protection) and the value of the option is very variable, moving almost in
lockstep with the stock. Market/strike squared incorporates potential
nonlinearity between market/strike and exercise. For example, moving from
a market/strike of 1 to 2 is likely to have a larger effect on exercise than moving
from 10 to 11. Results suggest that exercise is generally increasing in the
market/strike ratio but at a decreasing rate.

■ Exercise is positively related to elapsed option life. This finding follows
from the notion in Huddart that the market/strike hurdle will drop as an option
moves closer to expiration because the proportion of value sacrificed in early
exercise decreases. As a consequence, companies with in-the-money options
late in their lives are likely to experience increased exercise.

The preceding points are easy to see in the context of Dell’s outstand-
ing option grants. For example, Dell’s 30 million options outstanding with
a maturity of 3.49 years and a strike of $0.96 are natural candidates for early
exercise because the Black–Scholes value, if held to maturity, is $25.91
and the intrinsic value is $25.84. As a result, an employee with a portfolio
of options seeking liquidity or risk reduction would naturally be drawn to
those options because their value moves virtually dollar for dollar with
share price and little of expected value would be lost through early
exercise. The 41 million options with a remaining life of 9.02 years and a
strike of $22.94 tell a very different story. They will soon begin vesting and,
based on a year-end share price of $26.80, would be worth $3.86 if exer-
cised. But because they are close to the money with a long remaining life,
their Black–Scholes value, if held to maturity, is $19.72. As a result, it would
take extreme risk aversion or liquidity needs to justify early exercise. An
employee considering exercise for short-term liquidity needs would likely
be better off exercising other options or borrowing money.
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■ Exercise is positively related to recent share price volatility. If employees
are risk averse, periods of volatility will cause them to exercise options
because volatility tends to persist (at least to some extent), so heightened past
volatility suggests likely future volatility. A similar conclusion follows from
Hemmer, Matsunaga, and Shevlin (1996), who found that option lives tend to
be shorter for executives in companies with more volatile share prices.

■ Exercise is positively related to recent vesting. In the months
immediately following vesting dates, exercise tends to be elevated because
the vesting constraint has been binding for some employees who wished to
exercise early in the option life. For example, in the case of companies with
long vesting schedules, such as Dell, some employees may be so risk averse
that they exercise as soon as they get a chance. Similarly, among options that
are relatively deep in the money and about to vest, exercise will tend to be
high following vesting.

■ Exercise is positively related to cancellations. Although cancellations
may be at least partially outside the employee’s control, one needs to recognize
that a substantial portion of early exercise occurs because employees must
typically exercise options within a stated period after leaving the company or
they face having their options canceled. As a result, even in cases in which
employees would choose to hold options to expiration given the opportunity,
exercise will be higher following events precipitating employee terminations.

■ Exercise is positively related to recent share returns. Companies with
recent stock price run-ups (during the exercise month and the 15 days leading
up to the exercise month) are more likely to experience exercise. In terms of
a model such as that offered by Huddart, such exercise is likely to occur
because employees will typically have a market/strike trigger in mind based
on their level of risk aversion, and positive recent returns can bring them to
that trigger point. Alternatively, as discussed in Heath, Huddart, and Lang
(1999), research in behavioral finance suggests that individuals are generally
contrarian over the short term, believing that stock prices are mean reverting
in the short term. As a result, they may exercise after a few days of stock price
run-up to preserve the gains.2 Therefore, more exercise should be anticipated
as shares increase in value.

■ Exercise is negatively related to longer-term share returns. Companies
with longer-term share price increases (during days –15 to –60 relative to the
exercise month) are less likely to experience exercise. Although this is a
weaker effect than for the recent price run-up, the notion is that employees
with in-the-money options who have experienced a general trend of increasing

2 It is important to note that the regression controls for the market/strike ratio, so the issue is
whether, conditional on being in the money, the stock price path to the exercise month matters.
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prices will be less likely to exercise, perhaps out of a belief that the trend is
likely to continue. As discussed in Heath, Huddart, and Lang, this belief is
generally consistent with a finding in behavioral finance that individual
investors behave as though longer-term trends are likely to persist.

According to Huddart and Lang (1996), employees’ exercise behavior will
differ depending on their level in the company, although the direction of the
relationship is not necessarily clear. For example, on the one hand, higher-
level employees generally have a higher proportion of their compensation
linked to the performance of the company, thus increasing their sensitivity to
company performance. On the other hand, they may also have more outside
wealth and thus have less need to exercise options in order to achieve
diversification. Furthermore, given their visibility in the company, they may
perceive greater pressure to refrain from early exercise. As an empirical
matter, the evidence offered by Huddart and Lang (1996) suggests that lower-
level employees behave as though they are more sensitive to risk aversion
than are more senior employees and are more likely to exercise early.

Heath, Huddart, and Lang used the same data as Huddart and Lang (1996)
to examine the effects of behavioral factors related to past stock price paths
on the exercise decision. They argued that employees may respond to behav-
ioral cues in decision making and focused on the possibility that employees
may use past stock price extremes as reference points in making exercise
decisions. Such behavior seems more likely to occur in broad-based option
plans because lower-level employees may be financially unsophisticated and
might be tempted to trade on such cues as past stock price extremes.

■ Exercise is elevated when share price exceeds the 52-week high. This
result is striking because it suggests that beyond simple economic
explanations, behavioral factors also appear important in employee exercise
decisions. Core and Guay (2001) reached the same conclusion for a much
larger sample of companies with broad-based option plans. In terms of
predicting future option exercise, the results suggest that periods when stocks
are at unusually high levels will precipitate more exercise.

Heath, Huddart, and Lang focused on price relative to the 52-week high,
although they considered other measures as well. Little evidence indicates
that current share price relative to the 52-week high predicts future returns,
but the 52-week high is a statistic that is frequently mentioned in the press
and may seem relevant to some employees.

Finally, Huddart and Lang (2003) examined whether employee option
exercise decisions are predictive of future returns. Although a substantial
body of research on executive trading decisions and future returns exists,
most of the evidence is based on U.S. SEC filings of insider trading, including
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sales of stock, and the evidence is mixed. Option exercise in broad-based plans
has received less attention because lower-level employees are not required to
file with the SEC when they exercise options. Huddart and Lang (2003)
examined employee exercise decisions and future stock returns across all
levels of employees in stock option plans.

■ Exercise is negatively related to future returns. This result is interesting
because it suggests that employees may, on average, have foreknowledge of
a company’s general prospects and are more likely to exercise prior to
negative returns. Because most employees exercise and cash out
immediately, the evidence indicates that employees appear to trade to take
advantage of private information about the company’s prospects.
Furthermore, the return predictability is not concentrated in the weeks
immediately following the exercise decision but extends for as long as three
months, suggesting that employees are not responding to an imminent news
release but to general knowledge of the company’s prospects.

Interestingly, the relationship between exercise and future returns
extends to employees deep in the organization, suggesting fairly pervasive
information-based trading. Unfortunately, the publicly available data on option
exercise for broad-based plans are too aggregated and not timely enough to
be used to predict returns in practice.

Implications
The research on employee exercise decisions offers a number of valuable
implications. Consider, for example, the 49 million options with a weighted-
average exercise price of $44.69 and 7.89 years remaining in Dell’s footnote
for 2002. My previous discussion assumed that these options should be valued
with the assumption that exercise will occur in 3.95 years. But with share
prices in the high $20s to low $30s, the odds of the options being sufficiently
in the money to justify exercise in three years are fairly low. Even if the options
move into the money, the research results suggest that option exercise may
remain low until the options move substantially into the money. As a conse-
quence, an expected life closer to the contractual life may have merit.

For Dell’s options that are deep in the money, however, early exercise is
likelier because little value is sacrificed relative to the risk that can be
diversified away by reinvesting the proceeds in a broader set of assets. In
particular, in cases in which options are deep in the money and the stock is
trading near a 52-week high, exercise is likely to be more pronounced.
Companies facing periods of increased share price volatility are also likely to
experience increased exercise, as are companies that have made large grants
that are vesting. Although no simple formula exists for incorporating these
factors into the exercise forecast, it is important to keep them in mind.
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Option-Valuation Models
One of the most controversial aspects of stock options is determining the
appropriate option-valuation model. Although several issues surround apply-
ing standard option-valuation approaches to employee stock options, probably
the most vexing is the issue of early exercise assumptions because, as the
preceding section illustrates, option exercise is a function of many factors and
belies simple assumptions.

Modified Black–Scholes Model. Early exercise based on expected
option life is explicitly incorporated in the modified Black–Scholes model
presented in SFAS No. 123. But that approach assumes that all exercise occurs
in the average exercise year. Dell indicates that it applies the modified Black–
Scholes model. It assumes that expected life is five years, the risk-free rate is
4.63 percent, volatility is 61.18 percent, and there are no dividends. Entering
those parameters into the modified Black–Scholes model yields the reported
option value of $13.04. 

But the empirical research on option exercise suggests that the modified
Black–Scholes assumptions are likely to be violated in several ways. First,
option exercise for a given grant is typically spread out over several years
rather than occurring at one time. If the relationship between option value and
expected life were linear, using the average expected option term for valuing
employee options would not pose a problem. But option value is convex in
option life, so replacing the exercise life with the expected life understates the
value of the options relative to valuing various option life groupings separately
and adding the values of the groupings together to compute total option value.
The extent of the inaccurate pricing depends on the clustering of exercise in
practice. Research such as that conducted by Huddart and Lang (1996)
suggests exercise is spread out over the life of the option, with exercise
typically starting as soon as options vest and continuing until the options
expire, rather than clustering in any particular month.

A decision to ignore that fact and assume that exercise is clustered in a
particular year potentially biases the option-valuation estimate. Hemmer,
Matsunaga, and Shevlin (1994) discussed the implications of ignoring varia-
tion in option exercise. Their argument is very straightforward. If option
exercise is spread out over time, a more accurate result will be obtained if
gradual option exercise is explicitly incorporated in valuation. For example,
Dell’s assumption that all exercise takes place at the end of Year 5 yields a
Black–Scholes value of $13.04. If, however, one assumes that option exercise
is spread out over the option life and occurs every six months beginning at
the end of Year 1 and ending at the end of Year 9, the average life remains five
years but the value of the average option drops to $12.43. Because option
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exercise is spread out in practice, option valuation based on a range of exercise
lives is probably more accurate. Furthermore, computing the option value
based on an assumption that option exercise is spread out over time is not a
complicated matter.

Huddart Model. Although the approach of Hemmer, Matsunaga, and
Shevlin (1994) incorporates a spread of exercise over time, it assumes that
exercise is not affected by how far the option is in the money. In practice,
however, exercise is indeed correlated with how far the option is in the money.
As discussed in Kulatilaka and Marcus (1994), dealing with the convexity of
option value with respect to option life is relatively straightforward, but
addressing the possibility that exercise is correlated with share price is
potentially more important and more complex. The Huddart model explicitly
incorporates risk aversion and predicts that option exercise will be more
prevalent when options are further in the money.

Employees are typically more willing to exercise options that are deep in
the money and close to the end of their lives because the proportion of the
value sacrificed by early exercise (based on the ratio of the Black–Scholes
value to intrinsic value) is relatively low, so the benefit from exercising early
and diversifying exceeds the sacrificed value. As a result, Huddart predicted
that employees will establish a target market/strike for exercising and will
exercise when stock price exceeds that threshold. Furthermore, the threshold
market/strike will decrease over time as the remaining life of the option
decreases. That finding is important because it violates the assumption, under
SFAS No. 123, that early exercise will cluster at the expected life. But if early
exercise is precipitated by the kinds of factors that Huddart anticipates, it will
be spread out over time for a given company depending on its past stock price
path and remaining time to expiration. That prediction is also generally
consistent with the empirical evidence that exercise is increasing in the
market/strike ratio and decreasing in the remaining option life.

In terms of option valuation, Huddart investigated whether the modified
Black–Scholes approach systematically overvalues options when compared
with an approach that explicitly takes into account early exercise precipitated
by risk aversion. His model suggests that ignoring the determinants of
exercise, as the modified Black–Scholes model does, can overstate option
value, although the precise amount is complicated because it is a function of
the extent of risk aversion and the terms of the option. Although his approach
is more difficult to implement in practice, Huddart showed that options can
be overvalued by as much as 10–20 percent if the clustering of exercise at high
market/strike ratios is ignored.

Investigating the Models. Other assumptions about exercise can yield
different implications. For example, if employee separations are correlated
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with past share price movements, exercise may be more common in certain
regions of the binomial tree. If employees typically cash out and leave when
the company is performing well, early exercise will occur at high market/
strike ratios. Alternatively, employees might be laid off when the company is
performing poorly, thereby increasing option exercises or forfeitures at low
market/strike ratios.

The difficulty in accurately predicting exercise causes some critics to
argue that values for employee stock options cannot be reliably measured and,
therefore, should not be expensed. But because some of the effects noted
would cause the modified Black–Scholes model to overvalue options and
others to undervalue them, the extent to which option value estimates would
be biased in practice is not clear.

Marquardt (2002) investigated that issue by directly comparing the ex ante
expected cost of options with the ex post cost for a sample of 966 option grants
over the period 1963–1984. She compared option valuation under the modified
Black–Scholes model in SFAS No. 123, adjusted for convexity, with the
average ex post cost of the same options based on their actual payouts. Her
results provide several insights. First, the option-pricing models estimate ex
post value with a great deal of noise. That finding is not surprising given that
the variability of share prices implies a wide range of potential outcomes so
that any estimate of expected value will tend to estimate realized future value
with substantial error, especially for volatile stocks. More importantly, how-
ever, the modified Black–Scholes model appears to value options without
substantial bias, which suggests that, although it ignores theoretically impor-
tant considerations, such as risk aversion, the implications for the resulting
value are rather limited (at least relative to the inherent noise in estimating
option values).

Carpenter (1998) conducted a similar analysis of 40 companies using
option exercise behavior. She compared models such as Huddart, which
explicitly considers risk tolerance, with a simpler model that assumes random
exogenous exercise and forfeiture and also with the FASB’s modified Black–
Scholes model. She found that the simpler models perform nearly as well as
the more complex models that explicitly incorporate risk tolerances.

The results on model specification are particularly interesting because
much of the debate over expensing options focuses on the inability to arrive
at a generally accepted, theoretically correct model for valuing options.
Although the research points out potential shortcomings in the modified
Black–Scholes model, the improvements gained by applying more-complex
models are generally modest. More importantly, it is not clear that the
modified Black–Scholes model systematically undervalues or overvalues
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options. Although it measures the ultimate realized value with a great deal of
error, such a flaw is inherent in the process of forecasting the outcome from
a volatile series.

Because the FASB recognizes the difficulty in valuing options and con-
cerns regarding the modified Black–Scholes model, its current proposal
would allow companies to adopt more-complex approaches that could provide
more-accurate value estimates. For example, a binomial pricing model could
be used because it permits specific assumptions about the nodes where
exercise occurs. Although the calculation is more cumbersome than the
Black–Scholes model, a binomial pricing model allows for a variety of assump-
tions about exercise timing.

Potential for Bias in the Models. Besides identifying an appropriate
option-valuation model, one must also investigate whether different choices
of method or inputs might bias the resulting option expense. The temptation
to bias the option calculation might be particularly attractive to companies
because the value is generally not “trued up” to reflect changes that may have
occurred in the interim.3 Most assumptions in accounting are adjusted when
information on outcomes becomes available, meaning that any bias in assump-
tions will ultimately be undone. But underestimating an input such as option
life would reduce option expense initially without directly affecting future
expenses.4

The calculation of option expense could be manipulated in at least two
ways. First, the company might choose an option-valuation method that gives
a lower expense. SFAS No. 123 gives some latitude among option-valuation
approaches based on the binomial model. So, for example, a company seeking
lower compensation expense might adopt the approach suggested in Hem-
mer, Matsunaga, and Shevlin (1994) to correct for the effect of convexity on
option values or the approach suggested in Huddart to correct for the fact that
employees tend to exercise when options are deep in the money. An attraction
of those approaches is that they generally provide a lower but more accurate
measure of option expense and are, therefore, permissible. But they poten-
tially reduce comparability across companies. Given the fact that a company

3 An exception is the estimate of options to be forfeited during vesting, which is adjusted for
actual experience.
4 The exposure draft on SFAS No. 123 had a provision that would have required adjustments
to option expense if the option life were estimated inaccurately. But that provision was dropped
because it would have had the perverse effect of resulting in a greater expense for options that
were out of the money for most of their lives and only moved into the money near their
expiration. Although those options would have had a long life, they would represent little cost
to the company because they would probably not be deep in the money at exercise.
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must disclose its option assumptions, computing the option expense under a
modified Black–Scholes model would be simple enough and would allow for
consistency across companies.

Considering determinants of option expense for companies in the S&P
500 Index, MidCap 400 Index, and SmallCap 600 Index, Aboody, Barth, and
Kasznik (2003) suggested that companies rarely use approaches other than
the modified Black–Scholes model. But if requirements were to change to
mandate income statement recognition, the incentives to adopt alternate
option-valuation approaches might well increase.

Second, and more troubling, is the potential that the inputs to the models
might be manipulated to reduce the amount of option expense in the pro forma
disclosure, which would also reduce the usefulness of the disclosed assump-
tions for creating one’s own estimate of option expense or the value of
outstanding options. For example, using a lower assumed risk-free rate, lower
volatility, greater dividend payout, or shorter life would reduce the implied
cost of the options.

The interest rate assumption is difficult to manipulate because it is spec-
ified as the implied yield currently available on zero-coupon U.S. government
issues with a remaining life equal to the expected option life. Volatility,
however, which is based on the most recent period that is commensurate with
expected option life, can be modified if current information indicates the future
is reasonably expected to differ from the past. Similarly, dividend yields should
consider historical dividend policy and the likelihood of changes in dividends
over the expected option life. As a result, volatility and dividend policy are
subject to some discretion and could potentially be manipulated by arguing,
for example, that volatility had been unusually high and was likely to drop or
that the company was likely to increase dividends in the future.

Aboody, Barth, and Kasznik (2003) examined the assumptions on interest
rates, dividend yield, and volatility for their sample of companies during the
1996–98 period and found no evidence that their assumptions were biased to
reduce reported option cost. That finding is probably not surprising given the
ease with which these option assumptions can be validated.

Expected option life is probably the most likely input to be manipulated
because option value is fairly sensitive to option life and most companies do
not have long histories over which to estimate average lives. For example, the
value of Dell’s 2002 options drop from $13.04 to $10.33 if the assumed expected
life is reduced from five to three years. Furthermore, there is no disclosure
comparing past realized option lives with estimates, so it is difficult to docu-
ment ex post that expected lives were biased. As Huddart and Lang (1996)
documented, realized option lives vary substantially from grant to grant
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depending on factors such as the past stock price movement. As a result, it is
not unusual to see some grants that quickly move deep into the money and
experience substantial exercise around vesting dates and others that remain
near or out of the money for most of their lives and experience very long lives.

In theory, expected option life should be determined based on “normal”
exercise. But companies seldom experience “normal” stock price paths (espe-
cially because options are typically long lived and are a relatively recent
phenomenon). As a result, knowing how to estimate option life even for a
company acting in good faith is difficult. But to the extent that companies
initially relied on experience during the bull market of the 1990s to estimate
option lives, one might expect that option life assumptions will increase in the
next few years as companies experience less early exercise because of lower
stock prices. As a result, the amount of pro forma option expense could well
increase simply because of decreased early exercise resulting from lower
stock prices.

Aboody, Barth, and Kasznik (2003) examined option life assumptions for
their sample companies. But the analysis is limited because, unlike volatility
and dividend policy, they did not have historic values with which to compare
assumptions (a problem that would be shared by an investor attempting to
ascertain the accuracy of reported expected life assumptions). As a result, they
investigated whether reported expected lives tend to be systematically shorter
in cases where companies may have the greatest incentives to report lower
option costs. In particular, they argued that companies that are more com-
mitted to the use of options and have higher-paid CEOs will have greater
incentives to understate expected lives and, hence, option costs. They found,
however, little evidence that such behavior occurs. Unfortunately, the tests
were relatively weak because of the difficulty in establishing the appropriate
assumed option life.

Although the existing evidence provides some assurance that companies
do not systematically bias assumptions, incentives may increase if options are
expensed. By their very nature, interest rates, volatility, and dividend policy
are easier to verify and, therefore, less subject to abuse. Expected option life,
in contrast, is subject to estimation error, intentional and otherwise. There-
fore, it may be useful to compare option life assumptions across companies
for reasonableness. If the comparisons show that a company’s assumptions
appear to be unreasonably low, the option value can be recalculated using an
alternate life assumption. 

Probably the single most important determinant of option life is the
expected stock price path, which should be approximately the same across
similar companies. But lives might be expected to differ across companies
based on share price volatility and differences in expected turnover. Option
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lives should be similar for companies with similar expected volatility (based
on, for example, age of the companies, industry, and past stock price volatility).
All else being equal, one might expect more early exercise among riskier
companies as employees attempt to reduce risk. Furthermore, riskier compa-
nies will probably experience more cancellations resulting from greater turn-
over, such as layoffs and voluntary departures. More volatile companies,
however, may attract more risk-tolerant employees, thus mitigating the effect
of risk on option exercise. As a general rule, though, it seems reasonable to
expect similar option life assumptions for companies in similar industries with
similar volatility.
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4. Option Value to Employees

As noted earlier, an important result of providing options is that many employ-
ees end up with poorly diversified portfolios, which means that they are
exposed to a good deal more risk than they would like. Left to their own
devices, risk-averse employees with substantial option compensation would
probably prefer to lay off that risk by selling or hedging some or all of their
options. Typically, however, employees are not given the opportunity to sell
their options and are prohibited from hedging with tactics such as shorting
the employer’s stock. As a result, the choice is between holding a risky
investment and sacrificing the investment’s upside potential by exercising the
options early. 

Employee Risk Aversion vs. Incentive Effects
The inability to lay off risk is crucial because it is the risk that creates the
incentive effects. If employees were permitted to sell their options, the option’s
value to employees would increase, but the incentive value for the company
would be lost because once the options were sold, the employees would have
no stake in the company’s share price performance. Hedging has a similar
effect. If employees could short the stock, the incentive properties would be
sacrificed because the share price exposure would be gone.

This wedge between the theoretical value of options and their perceived
value to employees represents a sort of deadweight loss, potentially made up
by the incentive effects of options. To the extent that the incentive effects do
not justify the deadweight loss, options are not optimal. This concern is
particularly relevant in the case of broad-based option plans because strong
incentive effects for lower-level employees are less plausible. For example,
would a midlevel manager holding a small number of options in a large
company work significantly harder in hopes of increasing share price given
that his or her share of the value increment would be very small?

The notion that the value of the option to the employee can deviate from
its cost to the company yields several paradoxical observations. For example,
an option with no vesting requirements costs the company less in expectation
because employees will, on average, exercise earlier. But it is of higher value
to the employees because it is less restrictive and permits them more flexibil-
ity. As a result, the cost to the company could be reduced and the benefit to
the employees could be increased by removing vesting requirements and thus
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reducing the deadweight cost of the option. Offsetting that benefit, however,
is the loss of incentive and retention benefits if employees are permitted to
exercise early. If, in contrast, the company were to extend vesting (or even
preclude early exercise entirely), it would improve the incentive and retention
benefits, but it would do so at the cost of reducing the value of options to
employees and increasing their cost to the company.

Volatility and Employee Options
The effect of volatility on employee stock options is also complicated by risk
aversion. For a traded option, increased volatility raises option value because
it increases the upside of the option to the holder while the downside is
truncated. But for employee stock options, the effect of volatility on the cost
to the company is less clear because of the effect of risk aversion. For example,
Huddart and Lang (1996) and Hemmer, Matsunaga, and Shevin (1996) found
that increased volatility tends to be associated with increased early exercise,
which suggests the effects of risk aversion. But volatility and early exercise
have different effects on the cost of the option to the company: Early exercise
tends to decrease the cost of the option to the company, and increased
volatility during the period that the option is outstanding tends to increase the
cost of the option to the company. Similarly, increased volatility increases the
risk of option compensation, which employees would prefer to avoid, but
volatility in the stock price also increases the expected payoff to the option.
Thus, an employee with options in a volatile company is trading off the greater
expected value associated with options against the greater discount applied
to that compensation because of its risk.

Hall and Murphy (2002) estimated the likely effect of risk aversion on
option exercise and value to employees. They argued that, under reasonable
risk aversion and diversification assumptions, substantial early exercise can
be optimal from the employee’s perspective. They also found that, as a result,
the value of an option to a risk-averse employee can be as little as 21 percent
of its theoretical cost to the company using an assumed option life equal to the
10-year contractual life. Because options are typically exercised early, the cost
to the company is reduced. But even taking into account optimal early exercise
under risk aversion, the value of the option to the employee can be worth as
little as 63 percent of the modified Black–Scholes cost to the company.

Meulbroek (2001) made a similar attempt to assess the efficiency loss of
forcing employees to hold an undiversified portfolio with a concentrated
exposure to their employer’s stock. She estimated that managers at an NYSE-
listed company with all of their assets tied to stock price would value typical
options (10-year life and 3-year vest) at 70 percent of their cost to the employer.
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The figure is more striking for Internet companies, where volatility is higher.
Meulbroek estimated that undiversified managers in such companies value
options at 53 percent of their cost to the company. By changing her assump-
tions about the degree of employees’ diversification, Meulbroek found that
her results changed somewhat. For example, by assuming that Internet
company managers hold 50 percent of their wealth outside the company,
option value increases to 59 percent of cost. Even so, the gap is still striking.

Although the value perceived by the employee may differ from the cost
calculated under the modified Black–Scholes model, the relevant consider-
ation from an equity valuation perspective is the cost to the company. After
all, such employee perceptions are not directly relevant to equity valuation.
Nevertheless, they can be indicators of the efficiency of options as an incentive
device, especially for broad-based option plans. For example, if a company has
to pay 30 percent more in option value than it would in cash, the incentive
effects have to be very substantial to justify the added cost.

Although large incentive benefits are plausible for high-ranking execu-
tives, they seem less likely for lower-level employees, who may correctly
perceive that their effort has little effect on stock price. Furthermore, lower-
level employees tend to be more risk averse and have less outside wealth than
executives, so they may place more of a discount on option compensation.
Results in Huddart and Lang (1996) suggest that the exercise decisions of
lower-level employees demonstrate that they are more risk averse than
higher-level employees.

The fact that options may be worth less to risk-averse employees has
several important implications for equity valuation. First, as noted earlier, if
option intensity is estimated inaccurately going forward, other compensation
should substitute for stock options. But to the extent that employees are risk
averse, the degree of correspondence may be less than dollar for dollar. As a
result, a company that increases option intensity more than expected may face
higher than expected total compensation costs because it has switched to a
more costly mode of compensation. Similarly, if a change in accounting to
require expensing were to reduce option use, the accounting change could
actually reduce total compensation costs for companies by causing them to
substitute lower-cost compensation for higher-cost options.

Incentive Benefits vs. Accounting Benefits of Options
But why would companies issue options if the cost exceeded their incentive
benefits? One possibility is that some companies’ decisions are driven by
accounting considerations. In particular, options are the primary means by
which companies can compensate employees without expense recognition on
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the income statement. Although the information necessary to estimate the
cost of options is available in the footnotes, companies may view options as
less expensive in an accounting sense because they do not affect profitability
on the income statement, either at the time of grant or when exercised.

Hall and Murphy (2002) argued compellingly that the popularity of option
compensation (especially for lower-level employees) is consistent with the
notion that companies perceive the cost of options to be lower because of their
favorable accounting treatment. In particular, they argued that other potential
explanations for broad-based option plans appear inconsistent with their prev-
alence. For example, options impose significant risk on employees who are
unlikely to be particularly risk tolerant and who must, therefore, be paid
significantly more in expectation to compensate them for the added risk.
Furthermore, as research seems to indicate, lower-level employees do not seem
to perceive much of an incentive effect from their ability to influence compen-
sation through the effect of their activities on stock price. Nor can one argue
convincingly for employee retention as a goal for option plans. After all, design-
ing other forms of compensation that achieve similar goals at lower cost is easy.
Even for cash-poor companies, options seem a questionable tool because such
companies are, in effect, borrowing from employees, which is unlikely to be the
most efficient form of financing. Finally, the notion that companies view option
expensing as a major concern is consistent with their lobbying activity in
response to SFAS No. 123 and recent proposals to expense options.

The general design of stock option plans reinforces the importance of
accounting treatment. In particular, the vast majority of options (Dell’s among
them) are granted at the money with fixed terms. It seems unlikely that the
prevalence of that choice of strike price is designed to optimize the incentive
effect of options. Rather, the incentive and risk characteristics of options could
more likely be improved if, for example, options were issued in the money or
payoffs were tied to share price relative to other companies in the industry.
But under current accounting, in-the-money options and options with terms
tied to future performance require expense recognition, and those types of
options are rare.

Accounting, Compensation Design, and Repricing
Empirical evidence of the effect of accounting treatment on compensation
design can be gleaned from companies’ behavior with respect to repricings.
With a typical repricing, an option that has fallen deep out of the money is
“repriced” by reducing the exercise price to one that is closer to current market
price. The most common reason given is that the option has lost its incentive
effect if it is far out of the money because the sensitivity of option value to share
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price decreases the farther an option is out of the money. A common counter-
argument is that the knowledge that a company will reprice an option if it falls
far enough out of the money reduces incentives to avoid large share price
drops and may even encourage managers to permit temporary price drops by,
for example, withholding good news so that the option is repriced at a more
easily attained level. But research by Acharya, John, and Sundaram (2000)
suggests that repricings may be economically efficient, even considering the
initial incentive effects, because they permit incentive realignment.

In December 1998, the FASB changed the accounting for option repricing,
requiring that companies recognize an expense based on the change in strike
price if options were repriced. But the FASB offered a short window before
the change went into effect. Carter and Lynch (2003) examined companies’
reactions to the accounting change. In particular, they documented a pro-
nounced spike of repricing during the window of opportunity, apparently
reflecting a rush by companies to avoid an expense for repricing. After the
change went into effect, repricings virtually disappeared.

Looking over a longer horizon, Murphy (2003) also documented that
repricings have virtually disappeared since the accounting change. He found
that, in 1997 (prior to the accounting change), 29.2 percent of the new
economy companies and 11.5 percent of the old economy companies that had
experienced a stock price drop of at least 50 percent during the previous 24
months repriced options. In 2000, that number had dropped to 1.4 percent for
the new economy companies and 0.6 percent for the old economy companies,
reflecting, apparently, the change in accounting.

Murphy also suggested that the change in accounting caused companies
to consider other approaches to achieve incentive realignment without sacri-
ficing the desired accounting treatment. For example, one approach is to
cancel an option deep out of the money and issue a new option at the money.
But the U.S. SEC anticipated that possibility and issued requirements that
canceled options could not be reissued for six months. As a result, some
companies began issuing “six plus one” options, which are issued six months
and one day after the cancellation, suggesting yet another attempt to avoid
expense recognition.

Although the preceding discussion is limited to the context of repricings,
it suggests the power of accounting to influence compensation design in the
context of options and implies the possibility that option intensity and struc-
ture might change substantially when the FASB and IASB require option
expensing. Companies are unlikely to do away with options entirely, but they
may be less likely to use them in contexts where the rationale behind granting
options is less compelling, such as for broad-based plans.
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If all forms of compensation are accorded similar accounting treatment,
it seems likely that companies will, at least to some extent, substitute other
forms of compensation for employee stock options. Already some companies
have indicated an intention to substitute restricted stock for options. Because
a given fair value of restricted stock is less risky than the same fair value of at-
the-money options, companies may be able to substitute less than a dollar of
restricted stock for a dollar of the modified Black–Scholes value of options.
As a result, the overall cost of compensation could decrease. Potentially
offsetting this benefit, however, would be a reduction in the incentive effect.
After all, the risk of at-the-money options reflects their power to provide
incentive: A given increase in share price has a greater effect on the value of
a portfolio of at-the-money options than it does on the value of an equivalent
portfolio of restricted stock.
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5. Impact on Cash Flow and 
Valuation

The preceding chapters discuss research on basic issues in valuing equity for
companies with employee stock options. In this chapter, I consider research
on a variety of other topics with implications for equity valuation.

Determinants of Option Grants
One of the difficulties in incorporating future option grants into equity valua-
tion is estimating expected option intensity. At the start of this monograph, I
estimated the effect of future options separately from operating cash flows,
reflecting an assumption that the starting point was operating cash flows,
excluding options—a reasonable assumption if the starting point for the cash
flow forecast is reported earnings, ignoring options. An alternative approach,
however, is to subtract expected option expense from each year’s net income
and explicitly forecast profitability after the effect of options. Because the
future value of options is being present-valued under both approaches, they
should yield similar answers. Assuming that the FASB and IASB ultimately
require stock option expensing (and analysts forecast reported net income),
future option grants will be incorporated more naturally in equity valuation.

Even if options are expensed, however, future option grants will still need
to be estimated in arriving at earnings forecasts. One way to incorporate
options would be to forecast total compensation under the assumption that
the components of compensation are less important than the whole. But that
approach assumes that the mix of compensation does not change or, if it does,
that employees value options at their modified Black–Scholes value so that
different forms of compensation can be substituted dollar for dollar. If, for
example, a smaller amount of cash can substitute for a larger Black–Scholes
value of options, then a shift in the components of compensation could affect
total compensation. Furthermore, the change in components could affect
incentives and, hence, other cash flows.

One of the few studies to examine future option grants for broad-based plans
was done by Core and Guay (2001), who studied the determinants of option grants
for a large sample of companies and found that grants tend to be higher for
companies with cash constraints, high capital needs, and high cost of accessing
capital markets. They also found that option grants tend to be higher in years
when returns are high and in years following large option exercises.
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The finding that exercise might precipitate more grants seems consistent
with the notion of a target incentive level. Under that scenario, exercising
options would reduce incentives, so companies might issue more options to
replenish them. As a consequence, it may be useful to link assumptions about
grants to the assumptions about exercise discussed earlier. The other factors
are a bit more difficult to incorporate because the evidence is primarily cross-
sectional. But if similar incentives hold over time, companies would be
expected to issue more options (all else being equal) when faced with cash
shortfalls and capital constraints. Companies with tax losses may issue more
options to defer the tax deduction to later periods of higher profits.

Forecasting option grants is also difficult because companies are still
apparently experimenting to determine optimal option levels. Similarly,
changes in accounting treatment and stock market trends could have signifi-
cant effects on option usage. As a consequence, the best approach for dealing
with options—barring a reason to believe that option intensity will change
substantially—may be to focus on total compensation and assume that option
compensation grows at the same rate as other compensation. Even then, the
assumption matters to equity valuation only if other compensation does not
substitute for errors in the estimate of option compensation.

Options, Repurchases, Dilution, and Cash Flow
One potentially interesting issue to consider from a cash flow perspective is
the link between option repurchases to avoid dilution and future cash flows.
In the initial equity valuation discussion, I assumed that companies repur-
chase options to satisfy option exercise and argued that in an efficient market
the decision to repurchase should not affect company value as long as the
cash used to repurchase shares would otherwise fund zero-net-present-value
projects. But for an option-intensive company with an appreciated share price,
the implications of options for future cash flows can be substantial.

Although a company need not buy back shares to offset option exercise,
substantial evidence indicates that many do. Bens, Nagar, and Wong (2002),
for example, examined whether companies tend to repurchase shares to satisfy
option exercise and, if so, whether the repurchases appear to come at the
expense of other investment activity. They provided evidence that for the S&P
500 in 1999, repurchases tended to be higher for companies with more stock
option exercise (after controlling for other factors) and confirmed that option-
intensive companies generally repurchase shares. Their evidence also sug-
gests that companies repurchasing shares to satisfy option exercise tend to
have reduced R&D investment and capital expenditures and generally under-
perform, which they interpret as evidence that the desire to repurchase shares
may cause managers to sacrifice even positive-net-present-value projects.
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Although their evidence is potentially interesting, it is unclear why com-
panies would be so keen to repurchase shares. One argument is that compa-
nies repurchase to avoid the dilution with option exercise, perhaps in an
attempt to bolster EPS. Although repurchasing shares reduces the denomi-
nator in the EPS calculation, it also affects the numerator by reducing profits
if the cash used to repurchase was otherwise tied up in productive uses.
Whether the net effect is an increase or decrease in EPS depends on how
profitably the cash used to repurchase would otherwise have been employed.
Furthermore, even if managers are keen to repurchase shares, it seems
surprising that they would do so at the expense of investment rather than, for
example, borrowing money to fund the repurchases. But whether or not the
repurchase of shares is efficient, the important conclusion is that significant
cash flow implications exist for companies that repurchase shares to satisfy
option exercise.

Options and Incentives
Most of the discussion to this point has effectively ignored the incentive effects
of options by assuming that incentives are captured in the free cash flow
forecasts. For practical purposes, knowing how to factor in the incentive
features of options is much more difficult. But given the centrality of option
incentives, at least considering their potential implications for operating cash
flows is important because if there were no incentive effects, option-based
compensation would probably not be optimal.

For a company with a fairly stable option compensation policy, incorpo-
rating incentive effects is probably less important because past experience
(demonstrated by sales growth rates and profitability) already reflects the
effects of options. Similarly, because those effects are already reflected on the
income statement, they will naturally flow through to earnings forecasts.

But if a company has recently changed its compensation structure or is
anticipated to do so in the future, the past may be less representative of the
future. To understand the incentive effects of options, consider again the
formula for option value. Some of the incentive effects are clear. For example,
as share price increases, so does the value of options. As a result, options
should encourage employees to build the company’s value. Unfortunately,
researching the performance incentive effects of options is difficult because
of the challenge in controlling for other potential determinants of perfor-
mance. In addition, establishing a causal link between option intensity and
performance is difficult because companies choose their compensation mix,
and option intensity itself may be influenced by performance. For example, an
observed positive association between performance and option intensity could
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occur because options create incentives to improve performance or because
high-performing companies are more likely to pay in options to attract top
executives.

One article that attempts to link stock option intensity to future earnings
is Hanlon, Rajgopal, and Shevlin (2003). Using a sample of 1,069 companies
from 1997 to 2000, they considered the relationship between the previous five
years of option grants to the top five executives and future earnings. They
found that additional option-based compensation is associated with higher
future operating income, which is consistent with options providing incentives
to increase profitability. Furthermore, they found little evidence that option
intensity is correlated with governance issues, which is inconsistent with the
notion that executives are exploiting poor governance to increase their com-
pensation. Rather, option grants appear to be largest when the incentive
properties of options would be most important. As found in Hanlon, Rajgopal,
and Shevlin, the evidence seems to indicate that option intensity is determined
by economic considerations rather than the self-interested behavior of man-
agers. Unfortunately, other evidence contradicts their findings. For example,
Core, Holthausen, and Larcker (1999) examined a different sample and time
period and found evidence that executives of companies with poor governance
may, indeed, extract greater compensation and that companies with greater
agency problems perform poorly.

Less obvious are the other incentive effects of options. For example,
because options are not typically dividend protected, option value is lower if
the company pays dividends. Therefore, options create incentives for compa-
nies to repurchase shares with excess cash rather than to pay dividends
because dividends reduce share price when the stock goes ex dividend. Some
research (see Lambert, Lanen, and Larcker 1989) indicates that companies
tend to reduce dividend payouts after initiating their option plans.

Furthermore, options may affect managers’ willingness to take on risk. On
the one hand, because option value increases with stock price volatility, an
option plan can encourage managers to take on risk. On the other hand, because
risk also increases with stock price volatility, an option plan can discourage
managers from taking on risk. Which effect dominates depends on the risk
aversion of the manager and the particular characteristics of the options.
Research by Rajgopal and Shevlin (2002) suggests that option-based incentives
encourage managers in the oil and gas industry to take on risky projects.

In addition, options may increase retention and attract particular types of
employees. For example, research by Ittner, Lambert, and Larcker (2003)
indicates that employee retention is a primary motivation for option issuance
to lower-level employees, particularly in new economy companies. But as
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pointed out in Hall and Murphy (2003), if retention is a primary goal, alternate
compensation devices could encourage retention without imposing as much
risk on employees. Similarly, options may be useful in attracting employees
who are more risk tolerant, which may explain the prevalence of options
among young, high-growth companies.

More directly, options create incentives to maximize the gap between the
market and strike prices at exercise. Although that result might be achieved
by increasing company value, it also creates incentives to manipulate the
market or strike price. For example, a manager might attempt to reduce the
strike price by decreasing share price shortly before an option grant. Aboody
and Kasznik (2000), for example, documented that managers appear to with-
hold good news until after option grants to take advantage of the increase in
share price. Similarly, a common assertion is that part of the reason for the
increase in earnings restatements in recent years has been the prevalence of
stock-based compensation. But although many notable examples exist of
fraud at option-intensive companies, the majority of option-intensive compa-
nies have not been the subject of fraud allegations. The results of research on
the relationship between option compensation and the incidence of account-
ing fraud and restatements—see Erickson, Hanlon, and Maydew (2003)—are
mixed at best. One cannot assume, therefore, that a company is more likely
to manipulate its earnings simply because it issues more options.

It is difficult to know how best to incorporate the potential incentive effects
of options in equity valuation. Explicitly considering the incentive effects is
probably less important if a company has a stable compensation policy
because the effects of options will be reflected in past experience. But if the
company has significantly changed its compensation policy recently or is
expected to do so in the near future, such a change could affect the time series
of expected future operating cash flows.

Options and Dilution
Employee stock options represent a competing claim against the equity

of a company. Diluted EPS is an attempt to capture the dilutive effect of options
and other securities on the claims of existing shareholders. In particular,
current accounting differentiates between basic and diluted EPS, with options
taken into account in the diluted EPS calculation, which uses the treasury
stock method to deal with options. 

In this method, the company computes the number of options that are in
the money at the end of the year as a basis for dilution. But rather than simply
adding those shares to the number of shares outstanding, an adjustment is
made for the cash that would be received (the strike price) if the options were
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exercised. Essentially, the dilution factor for the adjustment is based on 1
minus the strike/market ratio. For example, consider a company with 100
options outstanding, a strike price of $10, and a current market price of $40.
If the options were exercised, the company would receive $1,000 and 100 more
shares would be outstanding. The company would then use the $1,000 to
repurchase 25 shares ($1,000/$40 = 25). As a result, although 100 options were
outstanding, the dilution would be based on the 75 shares that could not be
repurchased with the proceeds from the option exercise.

This approach has the advantage of explicitly taking into account the extra
shares outstanding after options have been exercised as well as the potential
use of the proceeds, but it ignores taxes when computing the number of shares
to be repurchased. When employees exercise nonqualified stock options
(NQOs), the company receives the proceeds plus a tax deduction based on
the intrinsic value at exercise. So, conceptually, the cash available to repur-
chase would be the following: 

Strike price + [Tax rate × (Market price – Strike price)].

The proportion of exercised shares repurchased would be that quantity
divided by the price per share. 

Continuing the example above and assuming a 35 percent tax rate, the
cash available for repurchase would be $2,050, computed as

$1,000 + [0.35 × ($4,000 – $1,000)]. 

The number of shares repurchased would be 51.25 ($2,050/$40), so dilution
would be only 48.75 shares (versus 75 shares). Obviously, therefore, the effect of
taxes on dilution can be large, especially when the options are deep in the money.

Furthermore, the treasury stock method deals only with the intrinsic
value of the shares, not with their option value. The issue is most clearly seen
in the case of options currently at the money. They are not considered dilutive
under current EPS computations because they are not in the money. But in a
probabilistic sense, they clearly represent claims against the assets of the
company. In the extreme, one can imagine two otherwise identical companies,
one with a substantial number of options outstanding that are at the money
and one with no options. If the companies perform well, optionholders will
exercise and share in the upside potential of the company that has options
outstanding, while shareholders will receive all of the benefits in the company
with no options. If, in contrast, the companies perform poorly, the optionhold-
ers will not exercise and will not share in the downside. Clearly, the existence
of the options dilutes the value of earnings to the existing shareholders even
if the options are not currently in the money.
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How, then, should options be incorporated in dilution calculations? The
answer is based on the likelihood and magnitude of option claims against the
company. For companies with options, two sets of claims exist against a
company’s equity—those of current shareholders and those of optionholders.
Regarding dilution, consider how much of an additional dollar of company
value belongs to current shareholders.

Start with the following decomposition of equity value:

V = PNs + ONo,

where V is the total value of equity (including both existing shares and
options), P is the price per share, Ns is the number of shares, O is the value
per option, and No is the number of options. In other words, the total value of
the equity of the company is split between the piece owned by optionholders
and the piece owned by the existing shareholders. Taking the derivative of
both sides with respect to V:

Rearranging produces

The term on the left-hand side of the equation is the change in market value
of shares outstanding per dollar of change in total value of equity. In other
words, if the company took an action that increased total equity value by $1,
the equation captures the proportion of the benefit that accrues to the existing
shareholders. Because the term in the denominator on the right-hand side is
greater than 1 in the presence of options, shareholders do not capture the
entire benefit of changes in equity value.

The term in the denominator of the expression on the right-hand side of
the equation, dO/dP, represents the change in the value of an option for a
small change in the stock price, commonly referred to as the delta of the
option. In terms of the Black–Scholes formula, the delta is the term N(D1) and
is a standard output from an option-pricing model. A website, such as
www.numa.com, can provide an option calculator that will compute the value
of an option along with its delta. 
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One can use the information from the option footnote to compute the
dilutive effect of each group of outstanding options. For example, consider
Dell’s 30 million options with a strike price of $0.96. Using the same assump-
tions as those used to value outstanding options at the beginning of this
monograph, the average delta for that group of 30 million options is essentially
1. Because those options are so deep in the money, their value moves virtually
dollar for dollar with share price. Other option groupings have deltas farther
below 1 because they are not as deep in the money. For example, the 49 million
options with a strike of $44.69 have a delta of 0.63. Multiplying the number of
options in each group by their deltas then summing and dividing by shares
outstanding gives the term (No/Ns)(dO/dP) = 0.1065, implying that 90.5
percent of all value created accrues to the shareholders and the other 9.5
percent accrues to the optionholders as an increase in the value of their
options.

Market Valuation of Options
Another tool for examining the implications of options for equity valuation is
to consider how the market values companies with options. If one assumes
market efficiency, inferring the equity valuation implications of options from
their association with share price should be possible.

As illustrated in Equation 1.3, options can affect equity valuations in three
ways. First, outstanding options create a “liability” or claim against the existing
equityholders of the company. As a result (and all other factors being equal),
a company’s equity should be worth less if it has a substantial quantity of
outstanding options. This effect is shown in the adjustment for the expected
cost of existing options in Equation 1.3.

Second, outstanding options create a potential asset. Options are designed
to provide benefits in terms of incentives and retention. As a result, companies
with outstanding options may enjoy improved incentives, even if the options
are vested. This effect is shown in the adjustment for the expected incremental
operating cash inflows from options in Equation 1.3.

Third, options create an expense as the asset is used up. This effect is
indirect, but as with any income statement amount, it provides evidence of the
past cost of doing business, which may be indicative of likely future costs. In
Equation 1.3, this effect is shown in the adjustment for the expected cost of
future options.

Accounting for options, however, does not closely follow this treatment.
Most companies do not recognize an expense for options, and even if they do,
they recognize no asset or liability. The original exposure draft on SFAS No.
123 proposed an asset, but the final standard only recognizes options as an
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expense as they are earned by employees. Furthermore, companies do not
record a liability but rather offset stock option compensation expense with a
credit to additional paid-in capital. As a consequence, a portion of equity
“belongs” to shareholders and a portion to optionholders. But the equity
component is not revalued based on changes in share price or other inputs
into the option-pricing model.

The empirical evidence has attempted to detect whether, controlling for
other factors, options appear to have an incremental effect on equity valuation.
The task is complicated by the fact that many of the companies that have
historically issued options are not profitable and have primarily intangible
assets. As a result, equity valuation for those companies is particularly difficult.
Furthermore, companies that have performed well may reward employees
with more options, making it difficult to infer causality based on an observed
relationship between performance and option intensity. Finally, the technol-
ogy bubble in equity valuation creates at least the possibility that past share
prices are not good estimates of company value. As a result, companies with
options may have traded at particularly high valuations not because options
were valued highly but because those companies had other attributes that
made them particularly attractive to the market.

Although several articles have been written on the subject, probably the
most relevant is Bell, Landsman, Miller, and Yeh (2002), which addresses the
market valuation of options for a sample of profitable software companies. This
particular sample of companies was chosen because software companies are
likely to be option intensive and profitable companies are easier to value. The
authors estimated the Black–Scholes value of options outstanding as well as
the pro forma option expense and asked whether companies with more options
outstanding and more pro forma option expense have lower stock market
valuation. They controlled for other assets, liabilities, and net income before
the effects of options.

Their study did not differentiate between the option asset and liability
(because the two are difficult to disentangle) but simply asked whether the
estimated value of outstanding options affects stock price valuation by inves-
tors. They also considered the relationship between pro forma option expense
and market valuations. Their results provide little evidence that options
outstanding are valued as net liabilities of the company. In fact, if anything,
they may be net assets (although the effect is small). The implication is that
the expected benefit effect of options on future operating cash flows is viewed
by the market as offsetting the expected cost of the obligation.

Furthermore, Bell et al. found mixed evidence on the expense component.
In the equity valuation regression, companies with larger pro forma option
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expense do not appear to suffer lower market valuations. But in supplementary
analysis, the authors found that higher option expense does predict lower
future earnings (net of options), all else being equal. It is not clear why the two
approaches yield inconsistent results. Perhaps the amortization of options over
the vesting period does not accurately spread the costs to the relevant periods.
The authors noted that options may create an intangible asset with a longer life
than the vesting period. For example, options are generally held after vesting,
creating potentially longer-term incentive and retention benefits. Thus, the
period over which pro forma option expense is amortized is estimated inaccu-
rately. Ultimately, they concluded that the inconsistency of results may reflect
a misspecification of their estimation model or a failure by the market to
appreciate the implications of options during their sample period (1996–1998).

Other studies also provide mixed results. For example, Aboody (1996) used
pre-SFAS No. 123 data to estimate the equity valuation implications of options.
He found a negative association between share prices and options outstanding
for a sample of 478 option-intensive companies in 1988, suggesting that options
are valued as a liability by the market. Similarly, research by Aboody, Barth,
and Kasznik (2002), using a more recent sample of small to medium companies,
provides evidence that the market values options as an expense, especially once
future earnings growth is controlled for, suggesting that options represent an
asset for the company that is used up over the life of the options.

Overall, drawing strong conclusions from the existing research on the
stock market valuation of options is difficult. One potential conclusion raised
by Bell et al. is that the context is important in assessing the value of options.
For example, options may add value for profitable software companies
because such companies are relatively stable and intangible assets are espe-
cially important. But for a broader sample of companies, the value of options
is less clear.

The important point, however, is that, in various instances, options almost
certainly represent an asset, a liability, and an expense. In particular, outstand-
ing options appear to represent an obligation to the company and must create
some value because they provide incentive and retention effects while also
substituting for other forms of compensation. Furthermore, they must ulti-
mately represent an expense because the asset does not have an infinite life.
As a consequence, the mixed results probably reflect the difficulty in structur-
ing the analysis.
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6. Summary and Application

The discussion in this monograph suggests that options represent a substan-
tial obligation for a company because they create a competing claim on the
company’s equity. If shares are repurchased to satisfy option exercise, options
represent a direct reduction of future cash flows. If shares issued for stock
option exercises are not repurchased, existing shareholders suffer dilution of
their ownership interest because equity is sold for less than its fair value. In
either case, options create a claim against the company that should be
considered in equity valuation.

Furthermore, as argued at the beginning of the monograph, a basic
approach for incorporating options in equity valuation is not difficult. Perhaps
the easiest way to structure the problem is to begin with a basic discounted
cash flow analysis and then factor in options explicitly. This approach seems
appropriate because past profitability data and earnings forecasts typically
exclude the cost of options because options are not expensed under current
accounting. Given a discounted cash flow analysis that ignores option costs,
options can be explicitly factored in by considering three major components:
(1) the obligation for currently outstanding options, (2) the cost of future
option grants, and (3) the benefits of option grants.
1. The obligation for currently outstanding options is essentially a liability

and is easiest to account for because the options are already outstanding
and so less estimation is required. As demonstrated in the Dell example,
footnote information on outstanding options can be used to estimate the
likely amount and timing of stock option exercise so that it can be built
into equity valuation. In particular, a standard option-pricing model, such
as the modified Black–Scholes model, can be used to estimate the present
value of the option obligation, taking into account the terms of outstanding
options. That obligation represents a direct reduction of the value of
existing shareholders’ claims, much as any other unrecognized liability.

2. The cost of future option grants is like an expense, but it is difficult to
factor in because it requires a forecast of future option grants. Once again,
as demonstrated by the Dell example, the pro forma option expense in the
footnotes is a good starting point because it offers some insight into the
cost of options in the past, which should be informative about the likely
magnitude of option obligations going forward. Given an assumption
about future option intensity (for example, that option grants increase with
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the growth rate of sales), estimating the present value of expected future
option-based compensation is not difficult. The cost of future grants
represents a reduction in the value of shareholders’ ownership in a
company and should be incorporated in equity valuation. Furthermore,
assuming that options substitute for other compensation, an error in
estimating option intensity should be offset by errors in measures of other
compensation components.

3. The benefit from option grants is like an asset and is probably the most
difficult factor to incorporate in practice. With the obligation side of
options, a company controls compensation policy and, therefore, the cost
of options granted. Furthermore, the terms of the options clearly indicate
the company’s obligation. The benefits side is driven primarily by the
incentive effects of options, which are difficult to quantify. The underlying
rationale for issuing options is based on incentive effects, so the benefits
of options cannot be ignored. To the extent that the company has a
consistent history of using options in compensation, the incentive effects
of options are reflected in past results and so may be captured by forecast-
ing future operating cash flow. For a company that is expected to alter its
mix of compensation significantly, the incentive effects are more difficult
to calculate because the change could affect employees’ willingness to
take on risk and work to increase share price.
Finally, the Dell example demonstrates how, under a very simple set of

assumptions, estimates of the cost of a company’s outstanding and expected
future options can be taken into account. Such an approach can be taken as a
starting point by using readily available data and a fairly naive set of assump-
tions to think about the equity valuation consequences of options. As the Dell
example illustrates, the effect of stock options on equity valuation can be
substantial and needs to be at least considered for an option-intensive company.

Implications of the Research
After establishing a basic equity valuation model for options, the model can
be adjusted according to the evidence found in the research literature. The
adjustments suggested by the research are not simple, but the research
illustrates the contexts in which the adjustments might be warranted. 

Research on option exercise, for example, suggests that, in a given
company, exercise tends to be spread out over time rather than occurring at
the average life of options, as assumed in the modified Black–Scholes model.
As a result, an option-valuation approach that smoothes exercise over time as
opposed to assuming that exercise occurs all at once may be merited. Such
an approach is easy to implement. Simply spread the options into subsets
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assumed to be exercised at various times around the average exercise period
and value each subset separately. For example, the Dell calculation assumes
1/18th of the options were exercised in each of the six-month periods centered
on the end of Year 5.

Similarly, option exercise is likely to be elevated in certain contexts. For
example, options that are deeper in the money, more volatile, more likely to
be canceled, closer to expiration, or held by lower-level employees are likely
to be exercised sooner. As a result, an approach that explicitly takes into
account the characteristics of existing options is more likely to accurately
reflect the effects of options.

Closely related, the option literature points out a number of other ways
that traditional option-valuation approaches developed for traded options
might be misspecified. For example, exercise may be clustered among sub-
sets of options with certain characteristics (such as deeper-in-the-money
options closer to expiration), thus contradicting the implicit assumptions
underlying the modified Black–Scholes model. 

Although such issues are important in theory, and option-pricing models
can be adjusted to account for alternate exercise patterns, empirical evidence
suggests that the amount of bias introduced by ignoring exercise patterns in
practice tends to be fairly modest. Although the modified Black–Scholes
model has been criticized for incorporating unrealistic assumptions, it seems
to perform relatively well at valuing employee stock options in practice.

Of greater potential importance are the assumptions—such as the risk-
free rate, volatility, dividend policy, and expected life—that go into the com-
putation of option value. Although the footnote disclosure provides a useful
starting point for assessing option value and research to date provides little
evidence that assumptions are manipulated, option values are sensitive to the
underlying assumptions and care should be taken to ensure that they are
reasonable and comparable across companies.

Even beyond their direct equity valuation implications, considering the
cash flow effect of options on managerial decision making is important. For
example, an option-intensive company that has a policy of repurchasing shares
to satisfy option exercise is likely to have significant cash flow needs, espe-
cially if share price has appreciated significantly. Although the decision to
repurchase shares may not have direct equity valuation implications, it is
important to determine how the necessary cash to repurchase shares is likely
to be raised, especially if it might come at the expense of operating activities
or change the company’s financing structure.

Similarly, the tax consequences of options should be considered. The tax
effects of NQOs can be substantial and are difficult to disentangle under
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current accounting for stock options. Furthermore, the tax benefits resulting
from the exercise of NQOs can have significant implications for a company’s
future cash flows, and option tax deductions can significantly reduce the after-
tax cost of options. But many option-intensive companies may face limits on
their ability to immediately benefit from option deductions because their
taxable income may be well below that implied by net income on their financial
statements. As a consequence, explicitly building in assumptions about the
tax consequences of outstanding and expected future options is important in
assessing cash flows and company value.

Options also have implications for the dilution of earnings. Although an
attempt is made to account for options in computing diluted EPS for financial
statements, the treasury stock method used under current accounting ignores
at least two important features of options. First, option exercise typically
creates significant tax benefits, which are ignored under the treasury stock
method of computing diluted EPS, even though adjusting diluted EPS for the
tax effects of option exercise is a straightforward process. Second, standard
diluted EPS calculations focus on the intrinsic value of options and ignore the
option component, especially for options that are not currently in the money
but that represent claims against the company’s earnings. Using standard
option-pricing approaches, one can compute the proportion of an additional
dollar of earnings that is implicitly spoken for by outstanding options and,
hence, the proportion that remains for the existing shareholders.

The research has less to say about the benefits of employee option plans,
especially in the case of lower-level employees. It does, however, suggest that
options are a relatively expensive form of compensation because they impose
risk on the employee, which necessitates higher expected compensation.
Because of risk aversion, employees may perceive a value of options that is
substantially below their cost to the company. Although that deadweight cost
may be justified because of the incentive benefits, the research evidence on
incentive effects of broad-based option plans is mixed. At a minimum, a change
in compensation mix can affect total compensation to the extent that employ-
ees do not value options as highly as other forms of compensation.

Even for higher-level employees, the research evidence linking options
and performance is mixed, perhaps because of the difficulty of measuring the
relationship. And although research evidence suggests that including options
in compensation agreements may affect employees’ willingness to take on
risk, options may either increase or decrease employees’ risk tolerances
depending on the specific context. In fact, options may create incentives to
artificially deflate share price prior to option grants or inflate share price before
option exercises to maximize the spread between the market and strike prices.
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Research on the market valuation effects of options in practice is also
mixed. Although the presence of options should affect the amount investors
are willing to pay for shares, options have a variety of potential effects on share
price. For example, outstanding options create both potential assets and
liabilities for the company. Similarly, options represent an expense of doing
business, which should reduce share price. But designing tests to detect such
effects is difficult in practice because option-granting companies tend to be
difficult to value and the causal links between options and performance are
complex. Although some evidence indicates that options are reflected in share
prices, the results differ depending on the specific context.

Future Option Issues
Finally, research provides some insight into the current proposals by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and the Financial Account-
ing Standards Board (FASB) to mandate option expense recognition in the
near future. First, the proposals would have little effect on the approach for
incorporating options into equity valuation. In particular, the FASB’s proposal
would simply move the pro forma expense data from the option footnote to the
face of the income statement but would not significantly change the total set
of information available to value the company because the current footnote
information would still be required. As a result, consideration of the cost of
outstanding and future options, as well as the benefits of options, would still
be necessary. Perhaps the most substantive effect would be a change in the
earnings number forecasted by analysts. For example, if options are expensed
and analysts continue to forecast reported earnings, they will need to incor-
porate future option costs to determine compensation expense. As a conse-
quence, future option costs will already be included in earnings forecasts and
will not need to be incorporated separately in equity valuation, but adjusting
equity valuations for the cost of outstanding options will still be necessary.

Second, research and casual observation suggest that accounting changes
could have significant influence on option intensity in compensation design.
In large part, likely changes hinge on the extent to which current option
pervasiveness reflects favorable accounting treatment. For example, Hall and
Murphy (2003) argued that the popularity of option compensation is most
consistent with a desire to achieve favorable accounting treatment. Were the
accounting treatment to change, the attractiveness of options could change
as well. Certainly, the evidence on repricing suggests that managers are
willing to change compensation structure in response to accounting changes.

Assuming the IASB and the FASB require options to be expensed, a
primary motivation for issuing options with current characteristics, such as
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issued at the money with preset terms, will likely disappear. With the account-
ing benefit gone, one might expect to see a shift from options to other forms
of compensation, especially in broad-based option plans, because it is difficult
to justify option-based compensation for employees who are more risk averse
and have less control over stock price. Although those options may be
replaced by other compensation, the trade-off may be less than one for one
because employees are likely to accept a lower expected value of total com-
pensation in exchange for lower risk.

Possible Shift to Restricted Stock
Some evidence indicates that such companies as Microsoft and Dell are
shifting from stock options to restricted stock in anticipation of the accounting
change. Conceptually, restricted stock is like an option issued with a strike of
zero. Because it does not require payment of a strike price, a share of restricted
stock is worth substantially more at grant than an option issued at the money,
and therefore, a company could substitute fewer shares of restricted stock for
a given number of options.

From an employee’s perspective, a given value of restricted stock is less
risky than a comparable amount of stock options because, as a percentage of
its value, the restricted stock is less sensitive to movements in share price. As
a result, substituting restricted stock for stock options will tend to reduce total
compensation cost to the company. But the trade-off is that the sensitivity to
share price provides the incentive effect. Restricted stock offers employees
less risk than typical stock options but also less upside potential and thus,
possibly, less incentive to build value in the company.

To the extent companies continue to use options, their terms will likely
change if options are expensed. For example, companies avoid expensing
options under current accounting if they are granted at the money with fixed
terms. Were the rules changed, one might expect to see more performance-
based options (which pay out only if certain performance goals are achieved
or measure performance relative to a benchmark, such as industry perfor-
mance) and more options with lower strike prices (such as restricted stock).
Even if the accounting changes, however, options are likely to have significant
equity valuation implications for the foreseeable future.
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Appendix: Selected Disclosures 
from Dell Computer’s 
2002 Annual Report

Dell Computer Corporation
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position (in millions)

February 1, 2002 February 2, 2001

ASSETS
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents $3,641 $4,910
Short-term investments 273 525
Accounts receivable, net 2,269 2,424
Inventories 278 400
Other 1,416 1,467

Total current assets 7,877 9,726

Property, plant, and equipment, net 826 996
Investments 4,373 2,418
Other noncurrent assets 459 530

Total assets  $13,535  $13,670

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY
Current liabilities

Accounts payable $5,075 $4,286
Accrued and other 2,444 2,492

Total current liabilities 7,519 6,778
Long-term debt 520 509
Other 802 761

Other commitments and contingent liabilities (Note 7) — —
Total liabilities 8,841 8,048

Stockholders equity
Preferred stock and capital in excess of $0.01 par value; 

shares issued and outstanding: none — —
Common stock and capital in excess of $0.01 par value; shares 

authorized: 7,000; shares issued: 2,654 and 2,601, respectively 5,605 4,795
Treasury stock, at cost; 52 shares and no shares, respectively (2,249) —
Retained earnings 1,364 839
Other comprehensive income 38 62
Other (64) (74)

Total stockholders equity 4,694 5,622
Total liabilities and stockholders equity  $13,535  $13,670
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Dell Computer Corporation
Consolidated Statement of Income (in millions, except per share amounts)

Fiscal Year Ended

February 1, 2002 February 2, 2001 January 28, 2000
Net revenue  $31,168  $31,888  $25,265
Cost of revenue  25,661  25,445  20,047

Gross margin 5,507 6,443 5,218

Operating expenses
Selling, general, and administrative 2,784 3,193 2,387
Research, development, and

engineering 452 482 374
Special charges 482 105 194

Total operating expenses 3,718 3,780 2,955

Operating income 1,789 2,663 2,263
Investment and other income (loss), 

net (58) 531 188
Income before income taxes and 

cumulative effect of change in 
accounting principle 1,731 3,194 2,451

Provision for income taxes 485 958 785

Income before cumulative effect of 
change in accounting principle 1,246 2,236 1,666

Cumulative effect of change in 
accounting principle, net — 59 —

Net income  $1,246  $2,177  $1,666

Earnings per common share: before 
cumulative effect of change in 
accounting principle

Basic $0.48 $0.87 $0.66
Diluted $0.46 $0.81 $0.61

After cumulative effect of change in 
accounting principle

Basic $0.48 $0.84 $0.66
Diluted $0.46 $0.79 $0.61

Weighted-average shares outstanding
Basic 2,602 2,582 2,536
Diluted 2,726 2,746 2,728
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Dell Computer Corporation
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (in millions)

Fiscal Year Ended

February 1, 2002 February 2, 2001 January 28, 2000
Cash flows from operating activities
Net income  $1,246  $2,177  $1,666
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net 

cash provided by operating activities
Depreciation and amortization 239 240 156
Tax benefits of employee stock plans 487 929 1,040
Special charges 742 105 194
(Gains)/losses on investments 17 (307) (80)
Other 178 135 56

Changes in
Operating working capital 826 642 812
Noncurrent assets and liabilities 62 274 82
Net cash provided by operating activities 3,797 4,195 3,926

Cash flows from investing activities
Investments
Purchases  (5,382)  (2,606)  (3,101)
Maturities and sales 3,425 2,331 2,319
Capital expenditures (303) (482) (401)
Net cash used in investing activities  (2,260) (757)  (1,183)

Cash flows from financing activities
Purchase of common stock  (3,000)  (2,700)  (1,061)
Issuance of common stock under 

employee plans 295 404 289
Other 3 (9) 77
Net cash used in financing activities  (2,702)  (2,305) (695)

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash (104) (32) 35

Net (decrease)/increase in cash  (1,269) 1,101 2,083
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of 

period 4,910 3,809 1,726
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period  $3,641  $4,910  $3,809

SUPPLEMENTAL CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Income taxes paid/(received) $120 ($32) ($363)
Interest paid $31 $49 $34
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Dell Computer Corporation
Consolidated Statement of Stockholders Equity (in millions)

Common Stock and Capital in 
Excess of Par Value Treasury Stock Retained 

Earnings

Other 
Comprehensive 

Income Other TotalShares Amount Shares Amount
Balance at February 2, 2001  2,601  4,795 — —  839 62  (74)  5,622

Net income — — — —  1,246 — —  1,246
Change in unrealized gain 

on investments, net of 
taxes — — — — — (65) — (65)

Foreign currency transla-
tion adjustments — — — — — 2 — 2

Net unrealized gain on de-
rivative instruments, net 
of taxes — — — — — 39 — 39

Total comprehensive income 
for FY 2002  $1,222

Stock issuances under 
employee plans, in-
cluding tax benefits 69  843 — — — — 10 853

Purchases and
retirements  (16)  (30) 52  (2,249)  (721) — —  (3,000)

Other — (3) — — — — — (3)
Balance at February 1, 2002  2,654  $5,605 52  ($2,249)  $1,364 $38  ($64)  $4,694
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Dell Computer Corporation

Selected Footnotes
Earnings Per Common Share: Basic earnings per share is based on the
weighted effect of all common shares issued and outstanding and is calculated
by dividing net income by the weighted-average shares outstanding during
the period. Diluted earnings per share is calculated by dividing net income by
the weighted-average number of common shares used in the basic earnings
per share calculation plus the number of common shares that would be issued
assuming exercise or conversion of all potentially dilutive common shares
outstanding. The following table sets forth the computation of basic and
diluted earnings per share for each of the past three fiscal years:

Note 6. Benefit Plans
Stock option plans: The Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors
administers the Company’s two stock option plans, the Dell Computer Corpo-
ration Incentive Plan (the Incentive Plan) and the Dell Computer Corporation
1998 Broad-Based Stock Option Plan (the Broad-Based Plan and, together
with the Incentive Plan, the Option Plans). The Incentive Plan provides for the
granting of stock-based incentive awards to the Company’s directors (includ-
ing the nonemployee directors), executive officers, and key employees and to
certain of its consultants and advisors; the Broad-Based Plan provides for the
award of stock options to non-executive employees. 

(in millions, except per share amounts)

Fiscal Year Ended

February 1, 2002 February 2, 2001 January 28, 2000
Net income  $1,246  $2,177  $1,666
Weighted-average shares outstanding

Basic 2,602 2,582 2,536
Employee stock options and other 124 164 192
Diluted 2,726 2,746 2,728

Earnings per common share
Before cumulative effect of change 

in accounting principle
Basic $0.48 $0.87 $0.66
Diluted $0.46 $0.81 $0.61

After cumulative effect of change in 
accounting principle

Basic $0.48 $0.84 $0.66
Diluted $0.46 $0.79 $0.61
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Options granted under the Incentive Plan may be either incentive stock
options within the meaning of Section 422 of the Internal Revenue Code or
nonqualified; only nonqualified stock options can be granted under the Broad-
Based Plan. Under either of the Option Plans, the right to purchase shares
pursuant to existing stock option agreements typically vest pro rata at each
option anniversary date over a five-year period. The options are generally
issued at fair market value and must be exercised within 10 years from the
date of grant.

The following table summarizes stock option activity for the option plans
(share data in millions).

The following is additional information relating to options for the option plans
outstanding as of  February 1, 2002.

Fiscal Year Ended

February 1, 2002 February 2, 2001 January 28, 2000

No. of
Options

Weighted-
Average

Exercise Price
No. of

Options

Weighted-
Average

Exercise Price
No. of

Options

Weighted-
Average

Exercise Price
Options outstanding 
beginning of year  344  $24.36  320  $11.39  363 $5.40
Granted  126  23.24  154  37.78  50 42.86
Exercised  (63) 3.11  (95) 3.26  (77) 2.48
Canceled  (57)  32.86  (35)  22.18  (16) 9.89
Options outstanding

end of year  350  26.36  344  24.36  320 11.39

Options exercisable end 
of year 98  $17.49  100  $8.78  112 $3.96

Options Outstanding Options Exercisable

No. of 
Shares

Weighted-
Average Exercise 

Price

Weighted-Average 
Remaining

Contractual Life
(years)

No. of 
Shares

Average Exercise 
Price

$0.01–$1.49  30 $0.96 3.49 30 $0.98
$1.50–$14.99  38 7.34 5.34 28 7.13
$15.00–$22.49  53 21.35 9.12 3 17.35
$22.50–$24.00  41 22.94 9.02 — 23.42
$24.01–$35.99  53 26.99 8.30 12 30.07
$36.00–$37.59  86 37.59 8.54 9 37.58
$37.60–$57.82  49 $44.69 7.89 16 $44.85

 350 98
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There were 290 million, 254 million, and 264 million options to purchase the
Company’s common stock available for future grants under the Option Plans
at February 1, 2002, February 2, 2001, and January 28, 2000, respectively.

Fair Value Disclosures: The weighted-average fair value of stock options at
date of grant was $13.04, $20.98, and $22.64 per option for options granted
during fiscal 2002, 2001, and 2000, respectively. Additionally, the weighted-
average fair value of the purchase rights under the employee stock purchase
plan granted in fiscal 2002, 2001, and 2000 was $6.74, $13.95, and $11.12 per
right, respectively. The weighted-average fair value of options and purchase
rights under the employee stock purchase plan was determined based on the
Black–Scholes model, using the following assumptions.

Had the Company accounted for its option plans and employee stock purchase
plan by recording compensation expense based on the fair value at the grant
date on a straight-line basis over the vesting period, stock-based compensation
costs would have reduced pretax income by $964 million ($694 million, net of
taxes), $620 million ($434 million, net of taxes), and $329 million ($224 million,
net of taxes) in fiscal 2002, 2001, and 2000, respectively. The pro forma effect
on basic earnings per common share would have been a reduction of $0.27,
$0.17, and $0.09 for fiscal 2002, 2001, and 2000, respectively. The pro forma
effect on diluted earnings per common share would have been a reduction of
$0.27, $0.16, and $0.08 for fiscal 2002, 2001, and 2000, respectively.

Fiscal Year Ended
February 1, 2002 February 2, 2001 January 28, 2000

Expected term
Stock options 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years
Employee stock purchase plan 6 Months 6 Months 6 Months
Risk-free interest rate 4.63% 6.15% 5.81%
Volatility 61.18% 54.85% 51.03%
Dividends 0% 0% 0%
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